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MAINSTREAM JUDAISM
NOT FUNDAMENTALIST JUDAISM

THE     STATEMENT     OF
Collaboration  published  last
month by the Liberal,  Masorti

and Refomi Movements  represents  a
watershed in British Jewish history. The
Jewish Chronicle recognised that and
was  appropriately  generous  in  its
coverage.

However, even the Jewish Chronicle
got it wrong in two respects.

First,   it   described  the   Liberal,
Reform  and  Masorti  Movements  as
non-orthodox.  That  is  a  major  error.
The Masorti Movement, led by Rabbi
Jonathan  Wittenberg  is  orthodox.
Although Rabbi Wittenberg is his own
person,  he  is  unequivocal  that  the
Movement's founder, Rabbi Dr Louis
Jacobs was not only the greatest scholar
British  Jewry  has  ever  produced  but
was  also  the  greatest  chief rabbi  the
British Jewish community never had.
Masorti Judaism considers itself to be
the  heir  to  77zz.7zhag j4#g/I.cz.   It  stands
where  the  United  Synagogue  would
have  stood had it not fallen victim to
the world-wide epidemic of fundamen-
talism.

Second, successive editorials in the
Jewish  Chronicle  represented  the
Statement  as  a  political  challepge  to
the  Chief Rabbig  Sir  Jonathan  Sacks
and  to  the  United  Synagogue.  It  is
nothing  of the  sort.  It  presents  a
challenge of a theological kind but it is
not  a  political  challenge.  Liberal,
Masorti  and Reform would  welcome
United  Synagogue  collaboration  but
neither  count  on  it nor  feel  that  the
urgency  of the  situation  allows  the
luxury  of extended  discussion  and
deliberation.

It  is  already  sin  years  since  Sir
Jonathan, undoubtedly the finest philo-
sopherevertoggmcetheofficeof chief
Rabbi,  published  Lis  important  and
a,dmi:ra"e bock The Dignity Of Dif f ier-
e#ce. He rufHed Jewish fundamentalist
feathers by grmting other faiths their
dignity and their I)erceptions  of God.
He  seemed to  suggest that the  Torah
might not be the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth. He withdrew
the book and made changes.

What is less well remembered is that
the first major change was to delete a
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long paragraph accepting evolutionary
theory.  Evolution  was  endorsed  back
in  1930  by  Sacks'  predecessor  Chief
Rabbi Hertz in an essay still available
for all to read in the current edition of
the  Hertz  Cfezj77€czsfe.

The  Sacks  paragraph  of 2002  was
deleted in deference to creationism and
the new militant fundamentalism.

This is in no way an attack on Chief
Rabbi  Sacks. Many would have taken
the same view that he did, namely that
to  remove  a  paragraph  not  central  to
the  main  thrust  of his  argument  and
thus  maintain  a  highly  articulate  and
persuasive contribution to the national
debate  on  religion  and  society,  was
prudent and worthwhile.

What  was  so  significant  was  that
cfeorec7z. rabbis both  inside and outside
the  United  Synagogue  could  compel
their own Chief Rabbi, in the full glare
of national, public attention, to recant.

It is that process  of cfeczrec7z.-isation,
the  inexorable  rise  and  rise  of  the
influence of the fundamentalists within
the United Synagogue that is  decisive
and  presents  the  United  Synagogue
with a challenge, not the collaboration
of Liberal, Masorti and Reform.

Professor Geoffrey Alderman, also
writing in the Jewish Chronicle, suggests
that the  Statement  of Collaboration  is
akin  to  the  formation  of the  United
Reformed Church, the coming together
of non-conformist churches outside the
Church of England thirty years ago. It
is  yet  another  illustration  of  what  a
/obbes the Alderman is. But it is, once
again, wide of the mark. Whatever the
URC  appeal,  the  Church  of England
remains the broad church representing
the  majority  of Christians  in the UK.
Fundamentalist  Judaism,  with  which
the  United  Synagogue  is  preoccupied
and to which it is in thrall, creationism
included,  cannot  possibly  appeal  to
more than a small section of the British
Jewish community. To say 20% would
be generous.

The  British  Jewish  community  is
melting away at a faster rate even than
our  ice  caps.  The  melt  is  masked  by
the birth rate of the cfeczrecJz.77! but even
that  is  beginning  to  fall,  certainly  in
Israel,  in  the  face  of  economic  and

social  realities.
The only movements who can reach

the  overwhelming  majority  of British
Jewry  are  the  Liberal,  Masorti  and
Reform Movements. Even then, only if
they  recognise  both  in  the  depths  of
their  theological  being  and  in  their
urgent strategic actions, that there are
many ways  of talking the Jewish talk
and walking the Jewish walk. No one
route  will  work  for  everyone  and  no
one has a monopoly on tnrfu and prin-
ciples.    Moreover,    they    have    to
recognise that their synagogues, how-
ever  broad  and  outreaching  they  are,
cannot meet the needs of everyone and
that  collaboration  on  projects  beyond
the synagogue is essential. The watch-
word has  to  be  engaging with people
where they  are,  prompting  and facili-
tating their particular Jewish journey.

In fact, we would argue that, as we
enter  5769,  there  are  three  initiatives
that are even more important than the
Statement itself.

Jeneration - the initiative dedicated
to reaching out to the  18-35s -makes
available  on  its  cutting  edge  website
the details of au programmes available
to  young  Jewish  women  and  men
within  the  community,  regardless  of
affiliation.  It  is  limited  only  to  the
extent that the programmes must come
from  sources  which  respect pluralism
and practice the respect that pluralism
demands.

The  appointment of highly talented
Abigail Morris to head ResponsAbility,
the  community's  new  cutting  edge
ethical  issues  initiative,  promises  an
exciting and challenging launch within
the next three months.

The  Jewish  Communal  Secondary
School  is  on  target  to  open  in  2010,
embodying the values in the Statement
of collaboration -pluralism, respect, a
non-fundamentalist,    non-coercive
approach  to  Jewish  education  for  the
community and by the community.

Remarkably,  despite  the  economic
gloom, the outlook for British Jewry is
bright.  British  Jewry  will  be  at  the
forefront  of  religious  thinking  and
social  action  in  the  decades  ahead.  It
will  not  retreat  into  fundamentalist
irrelevance I



David

LETTER FROM  HIS  KILLE
Robi Damelin

SIX   YEARS   SINCE   THAT
dreaded  knock  on  the  door.
Opening - to  the words  which

would  change  my  life  forever.   Was
there  a  prophetic  message  in  my
reaction: "You may not kill anyone in
the name  of my  son".   The  awkward
shuffling of army boots.  "Forgive her
she knows not what she is saying. She
is a bereaved mother".

All   the   words   in   the   English
language can not express the pain, the
longing,  the  denial  and  finally,  with
the     giving     away     of    David's
possessions,  the  realization  that he  is
not  coming  back.    This  child  of  so
many talents, this young man with his
ideals  and  thirst  for  knowledge  and
powers of leadership.   David studying
for    his    masters    degree    in    the
Philosophy of education, who lead the
student uprising with such dedication,
his  love of music,  food and the  good
things  in  life.   This  child  and  friend
who  is  with  me  all  the  time,  and
inspires me to continue on this path of
reconciliation.

After losing a child, there is a choice
to be made.  Should I go  on a path of
revenge  and  vent  my  anger  on  all
around  me,  or perhaps  disappear  and
not be a part of this world anymore?
Should I give in to the terrible hole in
my heart, or should I perhaps choose to
live   and  to  try  and  prevent  other
families from experiencing this terrible
loss?

2

Running  my  own  public  relations
office  suddenly lost all  its  lustre.  My
sense of priorities changed. I could not
muster  up  any  enthusiasm  for  things
which   suddenly   seemed  to   be   so
vacuous.    Something  was  burning
inside, to change my life and devote it
to being  part   of a  framework  for
reconciliation.   Changing this country
which  I  love  and  sometimes  loathe,
changing  attitudes  to  the Palestinians,
for after all this is the key for us all to
have some quiet.   Surely both nations
deserve this quiet.

Yitzhak  Frankenthal,  an  orthodox
Jew  whose  son  was  kidnapped  and
killed by the Hamas came to see me.
Here was a man who had a vision. He
told  me  all  about  the  Parents  Circle-
Families     Forum,     which     is     an
organization  consisting  of 500  Israeli
and Palestinian families, who have all
lost an immediate family member and
are   working   together  to   promote
reconciliation  across  the  divide.  He
invited me to come to a seminar in East
Jerusalem.

I  was  somewhat  reluctant:  "Why
would  I  want  to  spend  the  weekend
with  bereaved  Israeli  and  Palestinian
families?"      Nevertheless,  I  found
myself  on  the  bus  on  the  way  to
Jerusalem with strangers who  seemed
so familiar.

This  weekend  changed  my  life
completely.  Looking  into  the  eyes  of
the  Palestinian  mothers,  I  recognised

their pain and ]mer+- tha iqfiI Te
would be able to nickg a dE=E€
This unique situation oi-a 3± Ein
whichcreatesaninnatenmE:iEi±+±be
the key to change.  HOR- ro 'L-ira aH
of these feelings into a rty uld
comelater,but1keeHEi±EiE±iE±jrtyr
that this was what I `ras lorry fr in
my life.  It took a feTh. mt± I deed
my office and started in ut ri the
Parents Circle.

It   is   as  if  alE  m`-  Eifa  which
sometimes reads like a xp qua has
prepared me for.this p± Sdil .|fiica
and the miracle oil±_ H 5Eange
childhood i`ith ha± alcks aid
convents,grewingxpii-iESEriilEged
society and alExp;r5 I-dH ir iras
wrong and iianring D L±ii= dfrgs. I
knew   I   i+-anled   io   Irate   South
Africa, and _imErilm send zG me to
be the rigghi plaei *rmaleless, in
1967w-henth=Si=TzkyT`-aF'ckeout,
Ifoundmrsseli-se==rigErocometo
Israel for-gil IE±s...Ha:ch tLmed
into forh- I-ezHs.

Mv  ri®-r=  in  iLE  Parents  Circle-
Famines FtcEm EE REght me many
lessens.   Tb=  lEsrm  of not  always
hating -se E]E TiH and of not closing
papple drTh   .i visit to  Gaza, just
before thE disapgJrment, was one of
these l=ssDE  I fond myself sitting in
+rfee hrm= of a =tiler who  had  been
EL;ing  inEZE  i`tjT  some  thirty  years.  I
2eeked a-di me and was  suddenly
filled Eiih a _sleat sense  of empathy.
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Dc[vid and his girlfriend

How easy it was for me to judge. I live
in  Tel-Aviv.  She  came  here  with  the
encouragement     of     many     past
Governments  and  this  was  her  life.
She told us that she could not move out
because  her  son  was  buried  there.
Ordinarily    I    would    have    said
something  along  the  lines  of  "How
many soldiers need to  die before you
move out." But instead I said "You are
a mother,  and  so  am  I  and  so  is  the
Palestinian  across  the  road.  We  have

Robi Damelin and Urn Muhammad in the
Project:  "Knowing is the beginring"
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all  lost children.  If you  could prevent
just     one      other     family      from
experiencing this pain, would it not be
worthwhile?"  She  looked  at  me  and
invited me to come and visit her again.
This is the lesson of empathy.

Being  able  to  express  the  creative
side of my nature has been a blessing
in the work we are doing.   We had an
incredible     exhibition     "Offering
Reconciliation", where 13 5 Palestinian
and Israeli Artists created a message of
reconciliation on large ceramic bowls.
This exhibition opened in Tel Aviv to
some  2,000  people  from  all  walks  of
life  and  then  travelled  to  America
where  it was  displayed  at the  United
Nations as well as the World Bank and
other venues in the States. This was an
incredible opportunity for us to spread
the message. We had more than  1,000
mentions in the media in America.

The  Parents  Circle-Families  Forum
was  the  inspiration  for  a  ten  part

fiction   drama,  "Good  Intentions,"
which  was   shown   on  prime  time
Israeli Television.  This is a tremendous
breakthrough  as  it  is  in  Hebrew  and
Arabic and tells the story and historical
narrative    of    two    families    one
Palestinian and one Israeli.  In addition,
there is a `making of chapter,' showing
the extent that the series was inspired
by  the  lives  of the  members  of  our
group.    We   are   hoping   that   the
intemational message will inspire other
countries to screen it.

Classroom dialogues are for me the
most satisfying aspect of all the work
we  are  doing  on  the  ground.  During
2007, we held more than 1,000 of these
`dialogue  meetings',  where  an  Israeli

and a Palestinian member of the Forum
share  their  stories  together  in  Israeli
and Palestinian schools.  It is important
to  talk  to  these  students  from  both
sides, as the Israeli students have never
met  a  Palestinian  in  their  lives.  The
same goes for Palestinian students. The
only  Israeli  they  know   is  either  a
soldier  at  a  check-point  or  a  settler.
We chose to speak to students aged 16
and   17,   as   this   is   close   to   their
induction into the army.

I find myself travelling all over the
world   with   this   message.   I   have
discovered that the message works and
it  has  a  rippling  effect.   Who  would
have believed that I would speak in the
House  of  Lords,  and  the  House  of
Commons,  as well  as  on Capitol Hill,
to    60,000    hip-hop    fans    in    Sam
Francisco and in so many synagogues,
churches  and  mosques  in  so  many
countries.    My  late  father  must  be
having a good old laugh. All his life he
tried to  get me to  synagogue  without
much success.

We  have  discovered  that leaming
the  historical  narrative  as  well  as  the
personal  story,  can  lead  to  a  deeper
understanding, and even if there is no
agreement, an empathy and therefore a
better  negotiating  point.   Our  leaders
could take a leaf out of this book.

The  Parents  Circle-Families  Forum
ran  a project for  140  Palestinians  and
Israelis  who  undertook to  explore  the
family tree  of the  other.   This  started
off  with   a  visit  to  the  Holocaust
Museum in Jerusalem.  The purpose of
the   trip   was   for   the   Palestinian
members to understand the fears of the
Jewish  people  and  to  attain  a  deeper
understanding of how they see Jewish
history in order to create empathy even
when there is no agreement.  The group
then  visited  a  Palestinian  village  that
existed    before    1948    near    "Beit
Shemesh"   in   Israel.    Two   of  the

continued on next page



Palestinian  members   of  our  group
originally came from this village.  The
fact  that  the  village  was  completely
destroyed  was  distressing  for  all  and
gave us a deeper understanding of why
so many Palestinians walk around with
a key round their neck to a door which
no  longer  opens.   We  are  planning  to
take  this  programme   out  into  the
general public.

One   of  our  most  exciting  prog-
rammes is with Georgetown University
in  Washington,  D.C.   In  order to  take
our  work  to  another  level,  we  must
have  academic  cooperation  and  we
have found a wonderful partner in this
university.  They are rurming an In-kind
workshop for ten of our members, and
we will be working closely with them
on creating a reconciliation centre with
a  long-term  vision  of  an  established
framework when political  agreements
are signed.

This  work  is  full  of hurdles  along
the way.  They  caught the  sniper who
killed David.  This, for me, became an
almost impossible test to see if I really
mean   what   I   say.    I   talk   about
reconciliation, but do I really mean it?
What is forgiving? Is it giving up your
right to justice? Does it mean that it is
okay  what  the  person  did?  Does  it
mean that they can do it again? Does it
also mean that you should forget?  All
of the above were running through my
head for months and months after the
army came to tell me of his capture.

I wrote a letter to the family of the
sniper.  Recently he has  expressed the
desire to write to me.  I am leaning the
art of patience,  not easy but we  shall
see.   I  question  all  the  time  if  I  am
really bonest, and this is not easy. But I
cannot do this work with integrity if I
am not willing to explore the personal
path  of reconciliation.   This  is  not  a
prerequisite for members of the Parents
Circle-Families  Forum,  it  is  a  very
personal  decision.    If  in  fact  I  do
receive  a  letter  fi.om the  sniper,  with
his permission, I will share it with the
world,  and  this  rippling  effect  could
bring  inspiration for  others  to  go
through  the  reconciliation  process.    I
do  not know where  life  will  take me
next,  but  I  do  know  that  there  is  no
better way for me to commemorate the
name of my beloved David .

ROBI  DAMELIN  wcrs  bor#  !.#  So#/rfe  .4/rz.ccr,
made  artyarh  in  1967,  and is  the  spokesperson
for  the  Parents   Circle  -  Families  Forum.
www. theparen[scii.cle. com  www.f amil iesf ;orun.co.uk

The Honorary Secretary Of the Friends of
the  Bereaved  Families  Forum  (FBFF)  in
the   UK   is   Chani   Smith  who   can  be
contacted on inf o@FamtliesForum.co.uk
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THE JEWISH  COMMUNITY
IN  BRITAIN:

IT STILL DOESN'T FEEL RIGHT

Keith Kahn-Harris

MY PARENTS ARE CURRENTLY
going  through  an  extensive
programme  of purging  their

over-stuffed loft ofjunk. Amid the vast
stacks of rubbish, they have uncovered
a  few  gems.  Some  of these  are  of
interest only to me and my family -my
old  school  books  and  comics  for
example  -  but  others  are  of  real
historical value.  In the latter category
is  an issue  of Ce;c/re the magazine  of
the North Western Reform Synagogue
(commonly  known  now  and  then  as
Alyth  Gardens)  fi-om  June  1977.  My
mother kept it as it contains an article
praising the work of my grandmother
on the Ladies  Guild. This was nice to
read but what really caught my attention
was the fi.ont page article by Rabbi Dow
Marmur entitled  `Needed:  A Cultural
Revolution in British Reform'.

In the small world of British Reform,
Dow Marmur is one of the outstanding
stars.  He was born in Poland in  1925,
survived the war in the Soviet Union,
went to  school in Sweden and studied
for the rabbinate at Leo Baeck College
in  London.  From   1969-1983  he  was
rabbi of Alyth, after which he served a
congregation in Toronto before making
Aliyah to Israel in 2000, where he still
lives.

As  a  writer,  Marmur  was  one  of
British  Reform's  visionaries  and  his
June  1977 article exemplifies this.

In his article he condemned the lack
of  study  opportunities   in  the  UK
Reform  movement  and  the   `Jewish
illiteracy'  of most  Reform  Jews.  He
called for greater emphasis to be placed
on  education,  a  refusal  to  accept  the
`anti-intellectual'  tendency  of British

Jewry  and  he  suggested  that  perhaps
we  needed  a  `cultural  revolution'   in
British  Reform  and   `to   attack  the
humdnm common sense approach and
demand    greater    idealism,    more
leaming, more passion from those that
lead us'. Strong words.

Thinking  about  the  Refomi  move-
ment and British-Jewry  as  a whole  in
2008,  it is clear that there is a lot that
Marmur  would  welcome  today.  We

feczve  had  something  of  a  revolution.
Limmud started in 1980 and has grown
to be a powerhouse of leaning, making
Jewish study accessible and attractive
across  the  community.  Huge  sums
have  been  invested  in  Jewish  edu-
cation, with primary and secondary day
schools  opening  and  the  numbers  of
Jewish  children  at  Jewish  schools
greatly increasing. The Reform move-
ment has been part of this revolution,
with Jewish leaning now at the top of
the  agenda  and  initiatives  such  as
Living Judaism, the Centre for Jewish
Education  (now  the  Department  of
Educational and Professional Develop-
ment  at  Leo  Baeck  College)  and  of
course  Jeneration  renewing  the  staid
world of British Reform.

There  is  more:   Jewish  arts  and
culture have also been invigorated and
renewed.   The  Jewish  Community
Centre,   Jewish   Book   Week,   The
Jewish Film Festival and a host of other
institutions are making Jewish arts and
culture  ever  more  accessible,  ever
more  dynamic.  The  `Simcha  On  The
Square'  held in the last two summers
in Trafalgar Square and featuring a host
of great Jewish music acts, would have
been  inconceivable  even  a  couple  of
decades ago.

In  short,  British-Jewry  is  more
exciting, more dynamic, more engaged
than  it  was  in   1977.  But  I  wonder
whether  we  can  really  speak  of  a
`cultural  revolution'.  Culture,  in  its

broadest sense, signifies a way of life,
a  mode  of  living,  the  `texture'   of
interaction.  Whereas  institutions  can
renew themselves, progralnmes can be
instituted, events put on, changing the
culture  of  British-Jewry  is  a  much
more  difficult,  much  slower  task.
Undoubtedly,   looking  at  the  wide
enthusiasm  for  leaming,  the  greater
interest in Jewish arts and culture, the
greater dynamism and self-confidence,
all  these  point  towards  significant
changes,  but there  is  much  about the
culture of British-Jewry that has barely
changed at all.

Consider the ways in which British

Jews relate to one another. ¥es` -there
is greater awareness ofreligiolls pltml-
ism  and  more  and more }-oung Jews
describe  themselves  as  `posidenomi-
national',  but  vicious  internecine
warfare still erupts within the c:ommu-
nity. Ortho dox-Progressive collaberalon
is still minimal and tensions o`'er Israel
are, if anything, even worse. Dis|}utes
over  the  acceptability  of criticism  of
Israel frequently blow up into incred-
ibly  angry  bouts  of verbal  Tt-arfare.
Compare the letters pages ofthe/ei*tsfa
C¢ro77z.c/e  today  with  those  of thirty
years  ago.  The  issues  debated  may
differ, but the viciousness continHes.

There are also deeper continuities in
British-Jewry   that   are   less   often
mentioned,  but  have  yet  to  be  the
subject of revolutionary changes. The
lack of accountability in many Jewish
organisations  continues.  They  may
have  got better  at publicity  and mar-
keting,  but  there  is  a  continuing
reluctance on the part of many Jewish
institutions  to  open  themselves up  to
scrutiny.  Consider  how  the  internet
`revolution'   bypassed  much  of the

community (Jeneration being one hon-
ourable   exception).   Here   was   an
opportunity  for  Jewish  organisations
to open up and engage with the Jewish
public.  But look at how late many of
them  were  to  establish  a presence  on
the web - mentioning no names, one of
the biggest Israel charities only set up
a  website  in  2002  -  and  how  many
Jewish websites contain little informa-
tion and are badly designed.  Consider
also  how  much  Jewish  communal
activism   is   often   accompanied  by
cliquishness,  mistrust  and  plain  bad
manners. Again mentioning no names,
when  I  recently  visited  one  central
Jewish  organisation  for an unplanned
meeting,  the  receptionist  -  whom  I
knew - left me  on  the  pavement  for
5 minutes before I was buzzed in.

When  we  look  back  at  how  the
community has changed over time, we
shouldn't look only to  the  institutions
built,  the  activities  put on,  but to  the
deeper structures of British-Jewry. It is
in these  aspects  of the  British  Jewish
community,  the  way  Jewish  life  is
lived, what being Jewish/ee/a /I.ke, that
we still await a cultural revolution.  In
these  matters,  Dow  Marmur  might
have cause to note how little has really
changed when he looks back on what
be VIote in 1977 I

DR  KEITII  KAIIN-HARRIS  I.s  a  reseczj.c/2
associate   at   the   Centre   for   Urban   and
Coinmunity  Research,  Goldsmiths  College  and
the    convenor    of    New    Jewish    Thought
(www.nertyevishthought.org).  He  is  married to
Rabbi Deborah Kahn-Harris.
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Rabbi David Goldberg contributed an article to MANNA 100.
He concluded " ...it has become increasingly problematic for

most Of us, rabbis included, to pay lip service, even twice a year,
to the unchanged, supernatural, omnipotent, omniscient, just,

judgemental God Of our prayer books.
Such a God is, literally, beyond beliof in the modern, scientific world.

Yet apart from Mordecai Kaplan eighty years ago, I can think Of
no recent Jewish theologian, Orthodox or Progressive, who
has attempted to redefine the nature of God, or taclcled the

barriers to faith raised by the arcane concepts we still
use to describe the Deity's attributes.

Perhaps that could be the theology subject fior
MAITNA's one handred-and-f irst issue. "

A number Of readers were intrigued by Rabbi Goldberg's
conclusion, so MA:ETA asked Rabbi Goldberg to elaborate.

THE GOD OF THE PRAYER BOOK
IS  DEAD,  LET'S  FACE  IT

David Goldberg

I N A SPECTATOR ESSA;X  ALFE:W
weeks ago, the columnist Matthew
Parris waggishly observed that the

modish  concept  of `triangulation'  has
now entered theology as well as politics.
Listening  to  the  various  religious
spokesmen on Thought for the Day, it
had  struck  him  that  Faith  is  being
advanced as the triangulation between
disbelief and  certainty.  Doubt  is  OK.
Doubt  is  perfectly  reconcilable  with
faith.  Indeed,  these  burbling  clerics
seem to be suggesting in their shrewdly
triangulating  way  that  doubt  is  the
gateway  to  faith.  Only  a  fool  -  or
fundamentalist - doesn't have  doubts.
Therefore those troubled by the chasm
between religion's claims and scientific
evidence to the contrary, are already at
first base. Their eventual leap of faith
will  be  the  stronger for their  current
scepticism.

In fact,  such triangulation has been
going  on  for  a  lot  longer  than  Parris
imagines, at least since Charles Darwin
hammered the last nails into the coffin
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of    traditional     belief    with     the
publication of 0# /¢e Orz.gz.77 o/Specz.es
in   1859.   Tennyson   was   the   Poet
Laureate of triangulation, with his oft-
quoted couplet

There lives more faith in honest doubt,
Believe me, than in half the creeds.
Whatever  the   as-yet-unresolved

complexities in fully understanding the
workings of Nature, most people accept
that evolutionary theory is a more per-
suasive explanation of our beginnings
than  creationism  (plain  barmy)   or
Intelligent Design, which no less a per-
sonage than the Chief Rabbi dismissed
as  `one  very  poor  argument  for  the
existence  of  God'   in  a  recent  rz.772es
column.

That  leaves  theologians  with  an
ever-decreasing space  for the  deity to
function in, the `God of the Gaps'. The
incredible  advances  in DNA tracking,
embryonic   stem   cell   research   and
human  admixed  embryo  cloning  will
circumscribe    still    further    God's
conventional attributes. It is not God's

inscrutable ways, but DNA inhedtance,
that  determines  who  shall  li`-e3  who
shall  die,  who  will  be  healthy,  who
deformed.

I suspect that most of us who elain
we  are  non-fundamentalist  befie`-ers
would    turn    out    to    be,    under
interrogation, deists rather than theists.
That  is  to  say,  we  incline  tow-aids  a
God who  since creating the world tin
whatever `miraculous' way}, has left it
to  its  own devices;  whereas theism is
the belief in a God who - among other
things - is active in human history.

It is this theistic view that suffuses
all of Jewish ritual and liturgy. Without
it, there would be little meaning to the
Passover  haggadah  if  God  had  not
initiated  the  Exodus,  nor to the High
Holydays  if God did not listen to our
prayers of repentance, nor to Shavuot
if there never was a revelation at Sinai.

Yet the maj or emphasis of twentieth
century  Judaeo-Christian  theology,
challenged   by   the   discoveries   of
Science, the pitilessness of t\ve world
wars, the horrors of the Holocaust and
the random contingencies of daily life
- was to turn away from this traditional
concept of a transcendent, intervention-
ist  God  in  favour  of  an  immanent,
non-supernatural    Being    who    is
primarily  the  guardian  and  arbiter  of
human ethical conduct.

That,  certainly, was the position of
the  major  Christian  thinkers  from
Rudolf Bultmann  (1884-1976)  to  the
so-called `process theologiaus' inspired
by   the   writings   of  Alfred  North
Whitehead  and  Charles  Hartshome.
Bultmann  and  his  contemporary  Paul
Tillich    were     criticised    by    the
conservative  Reinhold  Niebuhr  for
holding  that  `all  religious  statements
are  mythological  or  symbolic.'  But
Niebuhr  had  to  admit  that  by  the
second  half of the  twentieth  century
such views were pervasive:  `There are
very   few  theologians   today   who
believe  that  the  resurection  actually
happened.'  Hence the notorious state-
ment by David Jenkins, former Bishop
of Durham,  that the  resurrection  had
been a conjuring trick with bones.

Still  more  radical  was  Bultmann's
declared   wish   to   `make   religion
logically independent of a supematural
being.'    Dietrich   Bonhoeffer,   the
German  theologian  murdered  by  the
Nazis, whose work became a staple of
post-Second  World  War  Protestant
theology,  also  doubted  that  God  was
needed:  `Man has leaned to cope with
all  questions  of  importance  without
recourse   to   God...   it   has   become
evident  that  everything  gets   along
without `God' just as well as before.'
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We Jews are supposedly resistant to
theological   speculation,   hence  the
oversimplified  clich6 that  `Judaism  is
a religion  of deed  not  creed'.  But we
have,   at   least   in   our  Progressive
branches, been forced to recognise the
influences on our theology of-to name
but  a  few  -  existentialism,  psycho-
therapy  and  psychology,   linguistic
philosophy,   Death-of-God  thought,
atheism, ontology and post-modemism.
All  have  fundamentally  altered  our
understanding  of  God.  The  classical
definition   of   God   -   omniscient,
omnipotent, Prime Cause, First Mover,
Creator of both good and evil who rules
the  world  with  perfect  justice  -  is
literally  incredible  to  the   modern,
scientific mind.

It was Mordecai Kaplan, founder of
the  Reconstructionist movement,  who

Now whether one
would wish to pray to
`the power that makes

f;or goodness' or `the
ground Of being' is a

moot point. It would be
rather lj,ke praying to
the Lfo-Den party.

defined God as `the power that makes
for goodness', fimly placing God in a
human  context  as  the  guaraptor  of
ethics.    It   was   a   definition   that
scandalisedtraditionalthinkers,because
it  stripped  God  of all  transcendent
attributes  and  a  purposive  role   in
history; but in `humanising' God, so to
speak,  Kaplan  understood  a  reality
often  ignored  by  more  conventional
theologians. It is that theology always
has to relate to  ethics, whereas  ethics
stand  independently  of theology.  As
we  have  frequently  observed,   an
ethical atheist is quite as good a person
as an ethical theist.

By  locating  God  in  the  realm  of
ethical  human  aspirations,  Kaplan
provided   an   acceptable   working
hypothesisofthedeity(cf.Bonhoeffer's
definition of God as `the beyond in the
midst  of  our  life'   or  Tillich's  `the
ground   of  being')   for   otherwise
sceptical,  university-educated,  non-
believing  Jews.   The   hundreds   of
ethical  exhortations  given  throughout
the Bible in God's name about justice,
charity and helping the  less  fortunate
were the bedrock on which Progressive
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and  secular  Jews   could  base  their
justification for being more concerned
with  ethics  than ritual,  with the spz.rz./
of Judaism than its forms.

A  partial  and  partly  facetious  job
description of the modem Progressive
Jewish   God   might  go   as   follows:
firstly,   such   a   Supreme   Being   is
androgynous,  both  He  and  She.  He-
She   is   keen   on   sexual   equality,
naturally,   ecology,  treating  fellow
human  beings  with  respect  regardless
of  race,   colour   or   creed,   and   a
negotiated  settlement  to  the  Israel/
Palestinian conflict. He-She is generally
for peace  and  against war unless  it  is
`just',  sympathetic to  asylum  seekers,

the homeless and Third World suffer-
ing, in favour of the family as the basic
social unit but newly tolerant of loving
homosexual partnerships, although He-
She  still  has  problems  with  same  sex
commitment ceremonies.

In other words - quelle  surprise -
this   God  is  the  very   essence  of  a
contemporary,  politically  concerned,
socially responsible,  Progressive Jew!
Does  it  matter  that  we  have  blithely
created  a  God  in  our own  image?  Of
course  not,  because  every  generation
does that, and thereby we are trying in
our  day,  armed  with  our  informed
conscience and modem knowledge, to
construct a religious ethic that reflects
current  liberal  thinking  on  moral  and
social issues.

Now  whether  one  would  wish  to
pray  to   `the  power  that  makes  for
goodness' or `the ground of being' is a
moot  point.  It  would  be  rather  like
praying to the Lib-Dem party.

On  the  other  hand,  praying  to  the
God  of Creation,  Revelation  and  Re-
demption  who  rules  the  world  with
perfect  justice,  is  akin  to  hypocrisy.
Hypocritical,  because  for  the  reasons
already mentioned, we no  longer give
credence  to  the  God  of  our  prayer
books.

Orthodox   liturgies,   reluctant  to
discard  any  composition  hallowed  by
antiquity, no matter how inappropriate,
get round prayers for the restoration of
the   Temple   and   animal   sacrifice,
gloating at the  destruction  of enemies
and smugness that we were not made
like  other  peoples,  by  gabbling  the
words in Hebrew and hoping that non-
Jewish  guests   at  the  service  aren't
quick enough to read the translation.

Our  Progressive  technique   is  to
rez.#ferpre/  the  prayers  in  a  way  that
bowdlerises  their  original   meaning.
The  plain   sense   in  the  Amidah  of
blessing  God  as  " 'c¢cz)ryefo  77€ez./z.777  is
that  He  (not  She)  `revives  the  dead'.
The resurrection of the dead is a basic

Pharisaic  doctrine,  one  of the  major
points of difference with the Sadducees
and,  nineteen  centuries  later,  between
Orthodoxy and the early Reformers.

±n Forms  Of Prayer  (1977)  God  ±s
apostrophised  as   `the  endless  power
that renews life beyond death' -which
makes  no  sense  in  English,  either.  In
Forms   Of  Prayer   (2008)   God   ls
`faithful to renew life beyond death' -

which makes even less sense.
So that you know I am impartial in

my  shichITes, in Siddur  Lev  Chadash
(1995)  we Liberals praise  God as  `the
Source  of eternal  life'  -  which  begs
questions   both   of  translation   and
meaning, but is  marginally preferable
to the anodyne and freely-adapted `all
life is Your gift' of servz.ce o/ffoe fJeczr/
(1967).

Like   Bultmann   and   Tillich,   we
explain that language  about God is to
be   understood   metaphorically   or
symbolically.   When   we   pray   Sz.777
sfecz/o772 -  `Grant peace'  -that doesn't
mean that God grants peace, but rather
that He-She plants the  disposition  for
peace within us.  `Supports the falling,
heals the sick, frees the captive, keeps
faith with those who sleep in the dust'
means   that   God   motivates   us   to
support the falling, etc. When we laud
God as the ruler of Nature whose word
brings on the evening, opens Heaven's
gates  and fixes  times  and  seasons,  of
course we are not holding this benign
creator responsible for natural disasters
like hurricanes, fires and earthquakes.

In  other  words,  `God'  has  become
the catch-all label that we use at all the
public  rituals  and holy days when we
affimi our common adherence to ideals
of  goodness,  hope  and  k'/c!/  yz.srcze/,
much as pastors invoke God before an
American football game;  but after the
act of communal worship this God has
no  further  reality  or  influence  in  our
lives.  When  we  join  in  prayer,  just
about the last response we have is to be
intellectually convinced by the archaic
powers attributed to the God whom we
are addressing.

Where  does  this  leave  Progressive
Judaism? In thirty years' time will we
still   gather  at  religious   services  to
proclaim our belief in the great, mighty
and awesome God filtered through the
vitiated  formulations  of  Forffls  o/
Prayer  arrrd  Siddur  Lev  Chadash?  I
doubt  it.  By  then  will  Science  have
disposed   once   and   for   all   of  the
supernatural, interventionist God of the
Bible? I

DAVID  J  GOLDBERG  J`s  Emerz.fz/s  Jicrbbj.  o/
The  Libel.al  Jewish  Synagogue.  having  served
the congregation from 1975 -2004. He feels fen
years younger since  retirement.



9 OUT 0F  10:  RICH,
SCHOLARLY AND MATURE.
COULD  BE MORE  RADICAL

Harvey Hames

SEDER HA-TEFILOT: FORMS OF
PRAVER, gTH  EDITION

Ed. Rabbi Jonathan Magonet,
The Movement for Reform Judaism,

London, 2008, ISBN 978-0-947884-13-0

THE  SIDDUR MARKS  NOT
only  the  relationship  between
the  community  and  God,  but

also how the community relates to its
surroundings  and  historical  context.
There has never been the Siddur, but a
dynamic and constantly changing book
reflecting  historical  events,  halachic
developments, local circumstances and
customs. Authors  of liturgical poems
trcz)//cz7e72z.") have left their mark on the
prayer book over the centuries. Musical
compositions  and  different  ways  of
chanting have often determined which
prayers became popular and remained
in  the  Siddur while  others  have  been
discarded.  Over the  past millennia,  a
central  motif  of the  Siddur  is  the
concept of exile and redemption which
reflects  the  existential  reality  of the
Jewish people. This has also determined
the content and structure of many of the
prayers.  There is  a central core which
has  remained pretty  constant for well
over a thousand years but, beyond that,
there has been remarkable freedom to
add, detract, adapt and change.

The  eighth  edition  of the For77?s  o/
P7.cz)/er (5768  / 2008)  edited by  Rabbi
Professor Jonathan Magonet, along with
an impressive team of collaborators, is
a wonderful  example  of the  above.  It
fully  engages  with  both  past  and
present while also looking to the future.
It  reflects   the  relationship   of  the
Reform  Jewish  community  with  its
British environlnent, with other streams
of Jewish thought and praxis and with
the  State  of  Israel.  This   Siddur  also
reveals the often complex but fascinat-
ing relationship between tradition and
renewal,  orthodoxy  and  reform,  and
community and individuality.
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Along with the  prayers  it contains,
this  Siddur  also  offers  an  aesthetic
experience with  a generally  attractive
page    layout    and    engaging    and
thoughtful   works   of  art.   A   little
77ze#orcrfe   symbol   along   with   page
numbers  sends  one  to  reflections  on
that particular part  of the  service  and
there is a large Study Anthology which
provides  plenty  of food  for  thought.
These,   along  with  the  notes  that
accompany  the  prayers  themselves,
make picking up and using this Siddur
a  pleasing  and  enriching  experience.
The  presence  of a  Psalm  Anthology
along  with   some  very  thoughtful
prayers for various events such as when
children leave home or prayers after a
miscarriage    add    to    the    general
impression  that  this  is  a  book  that  is
meant to  accompany  a Jew  wherever
and  whenever,  during  the  liturgical
year  and  through  the  ins  and  outs  of
life.

It   is   the   traditional   (Orthodox)
Siddur which  determines the  order of
services  in this  Siddur,  or at least the
concept  of how  and when  the  prayer
book  is  used.   The  previous  edition
started  with  the  evening  service  for
Shabbat  followed  by  the   Shabbat
moming service, presumably reflecting
how  the  Siddur was  used  by  Reform
communities who  gathered for prayer
either on Friday evening or on Shabbat.
This  new  Siddur,  like  its  Orthodox
counterparts,  starts  with  the  weekly
moming  service,  reflecting  the  idea
that  the  Siddur  is  something  which
accompanies the  Jew  everyday of the
week,   with   S¢cz¢czrz./,   the   morning
service, being the one most commonly
prayed  either  individually  or  with  a

;73z.7z)/cz#   (quorum).   This   is   clearly
indicative of a maj or ideational change
within  the  Reform  movement  where
prayer has become a more central part
of  life  for  the  individual  and  the
community.  Yet,  while this  change is
important  in  itself,  why  does  this
Siddur  not  start  with  the  weekly
evening service reflecting the stnicture
of the Jewish day which starts at dusk?
If already taking the step which marks
the centralization of prayer within the
Reformmovement,whynotre-orientate
the Siddur to reflect the structure of the
Jewish day?

This is also the case with the Shabbat
moming service which has undergone
substantial revision in this new edition.
Gone  are  the  six  different  styles  of
service,  though  the  opening  prayers
top.155-58) offer a broader choice to
set  the  mood  for  the  service.  The
Psukei de-Zimrah (Verses o£ Song) is
a lovely blend of Psalms, medieval and
modem poetry and songs from which
one   can   pick   and   choose.   Very
interesting  is  the   choice   of  three
different  Torah  services  which  put
different emphasis on what the reading
of the Torah is all about and allow the
community  to  decide  for  themselves
how to integrate the Torah reading into
the   service.   A   nice   addition  is   a
different  version  of  the  benediction
before and after reading the Haftarah if
that  reading  is  taken  from  Kezz/1;z.in
(Writings) rather than from the jvei/I.z.77g
(Prophets) as is usual ®.245).

However, the most significant change
to  the  service  is  the  presence  of the
A4z4sscz/ or  Additional   Service,   not
found at all in the earlier editions which
went straight from the Torah service to
the  concluding  prayers.  This  glaring
omission    in   the    earlier   editions
presumably  lay  with  the  notion  that
because sacrifices are something of the
past and the Additional Service on the
Sabbath replaces the additional sacrifice
in the temple, it was no longer relevant
(the introduction to the first edition of
the Siddur from 1841  states: "We have
removed  those  parts  of  the  service
which  are  deficient  in  devotional
tendency").  However,  all tbe  services
in   the   Siddur   come   in   place   of
sacrifices, and if this logic were to be
followed, there would be no prayers or
Reform prayer book.

This  Siddur  offers  two  options  for
the Additional Service, a short version
®p.  275-77)  and  a  more  traditional
version ®p. 278-88). The editors state
that they  have  reinstated  this  service,
though they have "changed the desire
for the restoration of the temple cult of
the   central   blessing,   emphasising
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instead how prayer has replaced animal
sacrifice  and expressing the universal
hope that all people can meet in prayer
in a restored Jerusalem" to. 273). It is a
shame that the editors did not use this
opportunity  to  take  a  more  radical
stance,  changing  the  content  of the
service entirely and giving it a relevant
slant   reflecting   the   needs   of  the
community  today.  For  instance,  the
uniqueness of the Shabbat as a day of
rest could have been celebrated through
medieval   and  modern  poetry  and
readings,  or  the  importance  of com-
munity in an age where individualism
reigns   supreme   could   have   been
stressed. What I am trying to suggest is
that,  if the  reason  for  reinstating  the
service  is  because  it has been part of
the tradition for several thousand years
though  its  traditional  meaning  is  no
longer  relevant,   why  not  use  the
opportunity  to  create  something  new
and  meaningful  for  contemporary
communities?  This  could  have  been
accomplished  within  the  traditional
structure  of the  service  as  an 4mj.c7c7fo
(see   p.73   of  the   Siddur   for   an
explanation of this ten).

An annoying feature of the previous
edition which recurs in the new Siddur
is the need constantly to turn from page
x  to  page  y,  rather  than  follow  the
service through from beginning to end.
There seems to be no good reason for
this  and  while  printing  the  complete
service from start to finish would have
added another hundred or more pages
to   the   Siddur   and   hence,   would
probably  have  made  it  slightly  more
expensive, the advantages would have
far outweighed the additional expense.
The  constant skipping means  tbat the
prayer   leader   has   continually   to
announce page numbers which disturbs
the  natural  flow  of the  service  and
breaks  concentration  (both  for  the
community  and  the  individual   in
private prayer).

Another   minor   quibble   is   the
continued practice in this edition of the
Siddur    of   providing    alternative
passages  for  the  second  and  third
paragraphs  of  the  S¢'rmcz  (Hear  0
Israel).  The S7z 'mcz  is  the  lynchpin  of
both the evening and moming services,
and everything that is said before and
after relates in someway to this prayer.
It is part of the core of the service that
goes back to the Talmud and most of
the  changes  to  the  Siddur  over  the
millennia have taken place  outside  of
this central part. The three paragraphs
of the S73 '772cz also relate to one another
in that the first deals with our love of
God      and     acceptance      of     the
commandments,  the  second  with  the
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reward  or  punishment  in  store  for
those  who  keep   or  transgress  the
commandments, and the third sets out
the  positive   commandment  of  the
wearing  of  fringes  (rzz./zz.f)   on  the
corners   of   our   garments   which
function  as  a  reminder  of  the  613
commandments.  VThether  understood
literally or metaphorically, these three
paragraphs,   which   start   with   the
emphatic statement about the unity of
God,  state  the  very  essence  of what
being Jewish is all about, and it is not
surprising that they have been recited
for  thousands  of  years.  Though  the
alternative    passages    have    been
relegated to the end of the Siddur ®p.
689-97), I think there is a good case for
them  being   discarded   in   the  next
edition.

Interesting  issues  of  particularism
and universalism are raised in the Daily
Amidah, or what is often referred to as
the  Sfee"o#e  Esrez.  (18  Benedictions,
actually  19)  recited  in  all  three  daily
services.   Previous   Reform   prayer
books  made  (radical)  changes  in  the
benedictions   to   make   them   more
universal    and    this    Siddur    both
continues  the  process  whilst  at  the
same  time  also  returning  to  more
traditional  versions  of  some  of  the
benedictions.  The  English  translation
does  not  always  follow  the  Hebrew
literally and makes for some interesting
inteapretations  of  the  blessings.   One
example is the blessing re4cz be-S¢o/czr
(Sound the great horn, p. 79) which has
been turned fi-om a particularistic vision
of the gathering in of the exiles into a
universal blessing for redemption. The
English  version  adds  things  that  are
not in the Hebrew ("for You are a God
who redeems and rescues") and changes
rneanings    (le-shovev    galuyotenu
becomes  "to  restore  all   of  us  who
experience exile" instead of "to restore
our exjlles.'., a,nd mekayem nidhei amo
)/I.s7icze/  becomes  "who   sustains  Your
people Israel" instead of "who sustains
the  dispersed  of His  people,  Israel").
Another   small   example   is   in   the
blessing for Jerusalem (Turn in mercy
to  Jerusalem,  p.  81)  where  according
to  the  English  translation,  we  are  the
ones to  establish Jerusalem as  a place
of prayer for all peoples, whereas the
Hebrew  places  the  onus  on  God  (ve-
Zcrcfez.77 - You should prepare).

This  phenomenon  also  happens  in
the   Morning   Blessings   (pp.   33-34)
where    the    English    occasionally
amplifies  or  changes  the  meaning  of
the  Hebrew.  For  instance  sfee/o  czscz#z.
#oc¢rz. which  in  essence  means  ``who
has not made me a non-Jew" becomes
"who  has  not  made  me  a  stranger to

You" (i.e.  to  God).  The Hebrew word
IVocferz.    means    "stranger"    but    is
generally used as a technical term for
someone who is not Jewish.

Some other minor points: At the start
of  each  Amidah,  the  first  blessing
which    traditionally    invoked    the
patriarchs   now   also   invokes   the
matriarchs; a welcome change indeed.
The   blessing   ends   "who   shields
Abraham who remembers Sarah", and
in   my   opinion   there   should  be   a
conjunctive  vczv  ("and")  before  the
"who remembers Sarah".  For the first

time,  the  Shabbat  services  and  other
parts  of the  Siddur such as the  Grace
After  Meals  are  also  transliterated.
This  is a bold decision because,  aside
from  anything  else,  it means  that the
editorial  team  had  to  determine  how
the Hebrew is enunciated.  They seem
to have opted for the Se/crrczc7 tradition
where,   amongst  other  things,   the
distinction between apczfcz¢ and frcz77ecz/z
is generally not made. The presence of
transliterations reflects the growing use
of Hebrew in the Reform service and is
there to help people who wish to take
part  but  are  not  fluent  in  Hebrew.
However,  their  presence  can  also  be
viewed  as  a  deterrent  from  actually
making the effort to learn Hebrew.

This edition of the Reform Siddur is
a  clear  expression  of the  maturity  of
the Movement in its relationship with
the other central strands of Judaism -
Orthodoxy and Conservatism. If earlier
editions  of  the  Siddur  showed  more
independence in structure and content,
perhaps as a way of clearly differenti-
ating between the streams of Judaism,
this Siddur exhibits the growing confi-
dence  of the  Movement  to  embrace
what  is   considered  Orthodoxy  and
challenge it on its own turf. This Siddur
emphatically makes the statement that
the Orthodox way is not the right way,
but just another way of living Judaism
and engaging with the present through
the  past.  This  Siddur  shows  that  the
Reform  Movement  sees  itself  as  a
viable  altemative  and  vibrant  way  of
living  Judaism  alongside  Orthodoxy
and  Conservatism without any  inferi-
ority complex whatsoever .

HARVHY IIAMES wcrs bor# z.# £o#c7o# z'# /966
and made AI;ryaLh in  1978. After receiving his BA
in  History from  Hebrew  University,  Jerusalem,
he studied for his PhD at Cambridge University.
In   1995  he  took  up  a  position  at  Ben  Gurion
University  Of the Negev,  Beersheba where he  is
now Professor Of Medieval History.  He has  also
taught at Leo Baeck College. Among his publica-
f!.o#sr czj.c The Art of Conversion: Christianity and
Kabbalah   in   the  Thirteenth   Century,   /Brz.//..
I,ej.c7e#  2000J  c7#cJ Like  Angels  on  Jacob's  Lad-
der:   Abraham  Abulafia,  the  Franciscans  and
]oachimisrrj  (SUNY: Albany 2007).
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TELLING  MEMORIES

Theresa Turk

I. THE SHABBOS-COY 0F
STACKYARD  GREEN

THE NAME OF THE SUFFOLK
hamlet in which we have lived
for twenty-five years - initially

for long week-ends and holidays, later
on for most of the time,  is  Stackyard
Green. It is a reference to an earlier era,
when it was in the midst of extensive
woodlands  belonging  originally  to
Brythnoth,  a  Saxon  nobleman  who
defied  the  Danes  at  the  Battle  of
Maldon    in    991    AD    and    was
bequeathed, eventually by his daughter,
to what was then the Priory (later the
Cathedral)  at  Canterbury.  Dwelling
houses, ships, vehicles etc. at that time
were  almost  exclusively  made  from
wood.  Logs  and  timber  would  be
stacked at the site ready for collection
and  were  an  important  source  of
revenue  for  the  ecclesiastical  estab-
lishment of Canterbny.

There   are  only  seven  houses   in
Stackyard Green. In one of them lived
Stan Swainsborough, a surname he was
proud of until he learned it indicated a
descent  from  some  one  who  looked
after the swine, not `swain', the poetic
and  archaic  temi  for  a  young  rustic
lover. Although retired, he still retained
great  skill  in  his  previous  occupation
of carpentry. Not long before we came
to live there, he had made an altar table
for the local  fifteenth century church,
which was  an outstanding example of
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construction,  carving  and  veneering.
He did odd jobs for everyone, watered
our tomatoes during the week and had
a joke ready for any occasion. The one
I shall always remember was when our
elder  son's  in-laws  came  on  a  visit.
They were from Manchester. I took the
mother-in-law,   a  formidable   lady
dentist for a walk down a country lane.
From behind a bush out jumped Stan,
demanding  to  see  her  passport  and
accusing  her  of  not  going  through
customs.  It  took  over  ten  minutes  to
assure  her  none  of it  was  related  to
reality. No one had ever dared to speak
to  her  like  that  before.  "Well,  well",
she  said,  "one does not know what to
expect in this part of the country".

Meanwhile,  in  our  nearest  market
town,  Hadleigh,  lived  Maurice  and
Vivien,  who  with  us  belonged  to  the
very small  group  of Jewish people  in
the  neighbourhood.  Maurice  was  an
artist,  one  of his pictures,  actually  of
horses in Suffolk, having been selected
for   hanging   in   an   annual   Royal
Academy  exhibition.  He  was  also  a
woodworker  of note.  Of what  note  I
was later to lean. One day he began to
look  unwell   and  before  long  was
diagnosed with bowel  cancer.  Despite
several courses of treatment, he slowly
went down hill and was confined to the
house. One moming he telephoned and
asked me to come and see him. I found
him in bed. He told me it was advice he
needed.   The  Jewish   community  in

Colchester,  twelve  miles  or so  away,
was growing and was nurturing a new
synagogue. He had already done some
work for them, but before he entered
the last stages of his illness, they had
asked him to  make a lectern, or c777zzfc7
for them.  The first measurements had
been  taken  and  the  first  structural
details begun, when he realised he was
no  longer physically able to  continue
even the initial stages, let alone bring
the  work  to  any  sort  of conclusion.
What he needed and could not find was
a   good   carpenter.   Could  I  help?
Immediately,   Stan   Swainsborough
came to  mind.  Maurice agreed to see
him.

On my return I went round to Stan
and  gave  him  the  phone  number.
Within  days  he  informed me  that he
had never before been given such full
directions and accurate measul.ements
and realising Maurice's situation, was
going  to  start  work  on  the  lectem
straight  away.  By  now I had decided
that Stan should be clued up about the
significance of what he was doing and
began  what  I  thought  was  a  simple
introduction to Judaism, at which point
Stan burst into laughter, saying, "Stop,
please  stop.  I  know  all  about it!  You
see,  I  was  born  in  Stoke Newington.
My  wife's  father  was  a  hardware
merchant whose shop was in St Jobn's
Wood - thought they were better class
and that I wasn't good enough for his
daughter - they  were  certainly better
off - he had by then bought the house
in  Stackyard  Green we live in now -
his country residence ! Well, there were
plenty  of Jews  around  where  I  came
from and I earned a few bob from the
s¢e//  down  the   street  -  I  was  the
Ls¢czbbos got;.  My special job was to go
in after the service Friday evening, put
away the prayer books and stuff, turn
off  the  central  heating  and  electric
lights  and  lock up.  Saturday moming
I'd  go  in  early,  turn  on  the  heat  and
lights,  see  to  the  benches,  open  the
cubby holes where some of them kept
their prayer shawls - yes, I know it's
called a Zcz%s and yes, I know about the
aron kodesh arLd the bimah a,nd ..... but
I won't go on!"

A month or two afterwards, a service
of  consecration  took  place  in  the
Colchester  synagogue.   Maurice  -
summoning  his  strength - went to  it
and took Stan along with him. He told
me  his  directions  and  measurements
had been followed exactly, and that it
was  rarely  one  saw  such  outstanding
workmanship. As for me, I have come
to the conclusion that it is true that one
does not know what to  expect in this
part of the country.
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II.GOING BY TRAIN
I needed to  go to  Birmingham.  From
experience of the motorway, its traffic
jams, its road works and diversions, I
decided that I would be better served
going by train. It was only as I walked
past the  sparsely  occupied  first  class
carriages to the rapidly filling coaches
higher up the platform, that I realised
how long it was since I had been in a
railway station. The temiinus itself had
received  radical  surgery.  Victorian
wrought iron romanticism and sense of
destination  had  given  way  to  an
anonymous   point   of  arrival   and
departure.  Barely beyond the  station
perimeter it had all petered out, leaving
a collection of disintegrating industrial
archaeology,  waist  high  in  scabby
weeds. The train moved out; only a few
yards separated the carriages from the
residential  suburbs  of  north  east
London, now wide open to public view.
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I  asked  myself how  any  one  could
withstand such grinding intrusiveness.
After repeated  insult the  human  ear
dnm presumably no longer responded.
It's  called  `conditioning'. As  memory
association  surfaced  within  me,  I
realised that this was how we attempted
to  explain the attachment of my  aunt
Leah  to  her  tenement  flat  in  the
hinterland of the Commercial Road and
her refusal to move to a more salubrious
neighbourhood.

Leah  already  had  a  distant  and
unworldly  look  in  the  photographs
taken   when   she   was   a   doe-eyed
seventeen  year  old  newly  arrived  in
London  from  Poland.  An  old  family
friend from the sfezef/ who by now had
his  own  sweat  shop,  decided  to  find
her   a   chosen   and   introduced   his
presser,  Morrie  to  whom  she  shortly
got married. They moved into the two
rooms  destined  to  be  their  home  for
twenty  five  years.  There  was  a  living

room  with  an  old  fashioned  kitchen
range.  Leah  became  an  accomplished
cook  and  the  newly-weds  feasted  on
kneidlech a;nd kreplech, grow:rrL8 s,tout
in the over-heated room where they sat
and soaped each other in a zinc bath in
front of the range on a Friday evening.
The  other  room,  the  bedroom,  was
virtually taken up by a brass bedstead
and  its mountainous  feather oZ7erc7eck,
the precursor of today' s comparatively
fleshless   duvet.   There   was   too   a
mahogany wardrobe, the door of which
could  just  be  opened  in  the  twelve
inches  between  it  and  the  bed  and  in
the bed was  conceived and born their
first child, a daughter, Muriel.

Leah's  personality  now  began  to
deteriorate.     Everything     became
bewildering  and  difficult,  particularly
her marital duties. Morrie grew tacitum
and   spoke   only   when   spoken   to.
However,  he  prospered  and  bought  a
thick  gold  pocket  watch  with  a thick
Albert  chain  to  go  over his  waistcoat
and a thick gold signet ring for his little
finger.  He derived the  greater part  of
his satisfaction in life from these items
- we were  later to  discover where he

got the rest. Lastly, I recall the lavatory
- the least said about it the better. Leah
was  unaware  that  she  was  socially
deprived.  On  summer  evenings  she
would  sit  on  a  bentwood  chair  and
gossip with her neighbours outside the
front  door,  which  was  always  kept
open.  There  was  a  small,  flag-stoned
backyard,  criss-crossed  by  heavily
laden  washing  lines  and just  beyond
the fence a railway line. Nearby was a
tunnel and the appearance of the train
was preceded by a loud whistle blast.
We  all  found  the  rhythmic,  climactic
clunkity-clunks   disconcerting   and
asked  why  they  did  not  move  away.
Morrie never replied. Leah smiled and
said she liked things the way they were.

When she was forty-six, looking no
more expansive than usual, she thought
she had  come  to  the  `change',  but to
her  amazement  was   found  to   be
pregnant. Within a few months Phillie
was  born.  Leah  floated  further  from
reality.   Domestic   chores   she   had
previously     enjoyed     were     now
unbearable  anxieties.  She  accused the
fishmonger of making faces behind her
back  and  the  greengrocer  of serving
her with left-overs. She quarrelled with
the neighbours and brought the chairs
in from the front door, which now, to
the inconvenience of the other tenants,
she  kept  locked.   She  kept  an  alarm
clock  in  her  shopping  bag,  lest  she
forgot  to  collect  Phillie  fi.om  school.
Muriel. by  now  did  not  disguise  her

continued on next page
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urgent need to get away from it all and
quickly got married. By luck, they had
a G.P. gifted with an understanding of
madness    in    general    and    in    his
immigrant Jewish clientele in particular.

Late  one  evening,  there  was  loud
knocking  at  our  front  door.  Through
the glass panel I could see my aunt and
hear  her  uncontrollable  sobbing.  The
worst had happened.  The  council  had
sent  an  inspector  to  their  tenement
block and two days later they had been
informed   that   the   building   was
designated   a   slum   and  was   to   be
demolished.  Re-housing  would  be  in
modem  flats  with  indoor  lavatories,
bathrooms   and   gas   cookers.   The
tenants   were   invited  to   inspect  a
sample of their prospective homes and
MOITie  and Leah had gone round that
very evening. That was where she had
run  from,  down  five  flights  of stairs,
leaving a dazed Morrie waiting for the
lift. She could never live there - it was
like a prison with the windows looking
on  to  a  walled  concrete  area  where
nobody   could   ever   sit   and   with
nowhere to hang out the washing. My
father  quickly  got  hold  of the  G.P.,
who came and took one look, gave her
a sedative and drove her home. In the
event, he persuaded the council to  let

Leah stay in her two rooms as long as
possible,  in  fact  until  the  demolition
men  drew  up  at  the  front  door.  She
survived however only a few weeks in
her  new  hygienic   home   and  was
admitted to a long stay mental hospital
from which she never emerged. Morrie
very  soon  invited  a  sister-in-law  to
come  and  live  with  him  in  the  tower
block flat.  It emerged that he  and  she
had   a   longstanding   and   intimate
relationship. The family did not speak
to either of them thereafter.

I got home from Birmingham. I went
to  the  pile  of 7#crc¢zorz.77€  I  had  sorted
out  after  my  father's  death.  A  little
brown  book  was  what  I  was  looking
for.  I  recollected  hearing  something
about it once having belonged to Leah.
Remains  of  gilding  was  still  on  the
cover,  with  the  name,   `Grace  and
Blessings'.   She  had  written  on  tbe
flyleaf, in cursive Yiddish script, first
her full maiden name followed by her
married name and address. Inside were
prayers       for      young       children,
benedictions for before and after meals
and  on  kindling the  Sabbath  candles,
prayers before retiring to sleep and the
marriage lines including the placing of
the  ring  by  the  groom  on  the  bride's
right  forefinger.  All  of  these  were
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accompanied    by    a    handwritten
translation into English. The book was
a gift from Morrie not long after their
marriage.   He  still  had  the  Lope  to
improve   her   proficiency   in   the
language - a hope not to be realised.

So, from that train journey came to
me the enlightenment which sadly her
family  had  never  shared - that Leah
was a woman who could have got by in
her   own   world   with   its   modest
demands, had she not twice had fo face
a   post-puerperal   depression,   tLe
symptoms      of     which      became
progressive       until       Ler       final
disintegration  on the loss  of ber only
safe area - her home and perhaps ber
little brown book with its defiant black
Hebrew typescript dwarfing a fainter,
ephemeral  English.  I  felt  strangely
warm   and   at  peace  with  my  re-
awakened  and  at  long  last  illumined
memories I
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MANNA SHIUR

"I went to a shiur" is a phrase redolent of traditional Judaism.
Yet it is really hard to explain what a shiur is to anyone who hasn't experienced

one and explaining that shiur means lesson doesn't help much if at all.
The Editor weut to a shiur at the Reform Movement Biennial Conf:erence in Leicester in July.
The shiur was given by Rabbi Shoshana Boyd Gelfiand and captivated several hundred people

-including the Editor. Though nothing can replace being there in the presence of an
outstanding Jewish teacher, we thought that reproducing the text of the shiur was a good bit better

than nothing in explaining the unique qualities Of shiurim.
We hope that MANNA will carry shiurim from time to time in the future.

WHY ARE WE HERE?
sho:heqFaanEoyd

W IIY ARE WE HERE? No, not here in Leicester. No, not even here in England. I mean the big question. Why are we
here? Why do we exist? Why did God botber to create us at all? The rabbis in the Talmud actually debate whether it
would have been better for human beings not to have been created at all. I'm sony to tell you that they concluded that

the world would have been better off without us.
But God doesn't listen to a bunch of rabbis, I'm afraid, and God went ahead and created us. So we are left with the fundamental

question of meaning: Why are we here?
Now you may say that is just too huge a question for us to tackle in the next half hour. So 1'11 narrow it just a bit. hstead of

"Why did God create human beings?" 1'11 ask "Why did God create the Jewish people?" I'm fairly convinced that those two

questions are linked.  Our humanity and our Jewishness are not wholly separate.  Let's look at a few very familiar texts. The
stories won't be new, but perhaps our questions could be. At the end, 1'11 ask you again, "Why are we here?" Hopefully, we'11
have some glimmer of an answer.

The obvious place to begin this quest for an answer to why we are here is to look at the moment when we came into being -
the creation story.

If you recall, in Chapter One of Genesis, God speaks and through the power of God's word, each element of the world we live
in comes into being.

.v|*n nx| ,D?ntyn n* ,I]in.)* xi} ,]iityxi}  x

i]9->v nBpip ,DID . )* n.lil ;Dinn i]9-bv ,|ty . n| ,.ln .1! -1n . n nD?D ,Y|*D|   I

.Dlnn

.iix-i"] ;iix in: ,D`n .7* lax ..it  i

.iy . in ii]i iixn lil ,DID . t>* 7T}:I ;|iu-13 ,iixn-]i* DID . tJ¥ XTI  T

.Tn* Dii ,ir? . 1-i"i liy-in?I ;n??? xip ity . n?1 ,Dii iix? Din . t7* xir?:I   n

1: 1     In the begiming God created the heavens and the earth.
1 :2    Now the earth was unformed and void, and darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the spirit

of God hovered over the face of the waters.
1 :3     And God said:  `Let there be light.' And there was light.
1 :4    And God saw the light, that it was good; and God divided the light from the darkness.
1:5    And God called the light Day,  and the darkness Night. And there was  evening and there was

moming, one day.
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Verse 3 -And God said,  ``Let there be light. And there was light."
This is a remarkable verse.  In most ancient creation myths, the world comes into being through some childish battle of the

gods, and human beings are not the pinnacle of creation, but rather, the servants or playthings of the gods. In our creation myth,
however, the world comes into being through the power of speech. God speaks and the world comes into being. Perhaps it is no
accident therefore that we became the people of the book, the people of words.

But even more remarkable is that our God is a reflective God. Look at verse 4: ,472c7 Goc7 sczw f¢e /I.gfof,  /feczf I.r wcrs gooc7.
After each act of creation, God steps back and evaluates the quality of the work. Each time (with the notable exception of the

creation of human beings), God says -kz. /ov -it is good. God approves and makes a value judgment about the world. So even
from the first chapter of the Torah, there is an indication that God is concerned with values and what is good.

That makes it all the more remarkable when, in Chapter Two of the Torah, after the creation of Adam, we come across the
following phrase:

.iT}p ,l?v i?-ntyv* ;iT]? DT*D niia liu-x .t7 ,Din .?*  n)n? ipx ..I   ni

2:18And  God  said:   `It  is  not  good  that  the  man  should  be  alone;  I  will  make  him  a  helper
corresponding to him. '

For the first time in history, we come across something that is not good. And that something is loneliness. God does not want
Adam to be alone.  Perhaps by extension, God does not want to be alone.  In fact, one way to read the rest of the Torah is, in
Abraham  Joshua  Heschel's  immortal  words,  God's  search  for  man.  (Although  I'm  sure  Heschel  meant  "God's  search  for
humankind.") The realization that it is not good to be alone is the beginning of God's search for a partner, an ezer fa '72egc7o, not
just for Adam, but also a partner for God.

If my interpretation of this verse it right, it brings us one step closer to the answer to our initial question about why are we
here. We're here because God realized it is not good to be alone. It is not good for people to be alone and it is not good for God
to be alone.

God is concerned about relationships - and one of the primary purposes for which God created human beings was to be in
relationship.  Our tradition speaks of two kinds of relationship:  one with a vertical dimension and the  other with a horizontal
dimension. Judaism teaches that they are both essential: we must pursue what I call a vertical relationship to God (bej.# czc7czm
/ 'A4crfo777) and we must pursue what I call a horizontal relationship with each other (dez.77 czc7czme / '¢czi;ero).

The next two stories of the Torah serve as the foundational narratives about these two kinds of relationships. The story of
Adam and Eve is about the relationship between God and human beings; and the story of cain and Abel is about the relationship
between people and other people. So let's explore those two stories a bit to see if they shed some light on the kind of partner that
God is searching for, which will ultimately explain to us why we are here.

Genesis Chapter 3 - The Story of Adam and Eve
You all know the story. God creates Adam and Eve, places them in tbe Garden of Eden to work it and to guard it, commands them
to eat freely from any tree except the Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil. Nothing like putting the cookie jar right in front of
the child, right. So what happens? The serpent tempts Eve to eat from the tree. She offers it to Adam and he eats. Their eyes are
open, they realize their differences and immediately clothe themselves to cover them up. And that's where we are when the
following scene unfolds:

n3:* ,i) inx ..i] ;DT*n-7* ,Din . 7*  n]ni  xir??I   u

3:9          And God called to Adam, and said to him: Where are you?

4};ekcz -Where are you? What kind of question is this? It's clearly not a physical question. Don't tell me that God is playing
hide-and-seek with Adam and can't find him.  This  is not a question about physical  location.  This  is  a question about moral
standing. This is the equivalent question that I ask my 3-year-old son when I catch him red-handed with chocolate cake smeared
all over his face and I ask, "What do you think you're doing?" It's a moral question and one which demands a recognition of
wrongdoing and a willingness to take responsibility for it.

Has my son -or any 3-year-old for that matter -ever said, "Oh, yes, Mommy, that chocolate on my face is from the forbidden
cake that was meant for Abba's birthday party.  I'm so sony.  I think I really screwed up" No, that is most definitely not the
answer I get from my son. And that is not the answer that God gets from Adam.

Just for the record, if God ever calls to you and asks "4)/chcz -Where are you?" The right answer is: fJz.7?e#z. -I am here, ready
to take responsibility for my actions and for my relationship with You. That's the answer God is looking for. It is the answer that
Abraham will give at Mount Moriah. It's the answer that Moses will give at the burning bush. But it is not the answer that my son
gives me regarding chocolate cake, and it is not the answer that God gets here. Instead:

x]nx] ,i] . ]* D . iiv-13 xiixt ;ia] inynEj 1? . p-n* ,lax .i]  1

-l]nJ]-t>3* 'Ji?I? iiJ"¥ ity* ,vvn-iy]n ;n]]* D .iiv `3 ,i? Tan in--lax . i]   xi ...
>,

J1?J*

3: 10  And he said:  `1 heard Your voice in the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked; and I hid
myself.c

3 : 11   And God said: `Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten of the tree, which I commanded
you that you should not eat?'                                                                                                                  co7tfz.7t#cd o7"1cxf pczge
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Yet another opportunity to come clean, to say fez.77e#z., to take responsibility. But instead, Adam does the equivalent of my son
saying, "I didn't do it, my sister did it!"

)3 . xl yyn-|r] `?-n!m xln ,`Tpv nJ]Ji] iEJ* nB;*n   :DT*D ,lax-]I  1`

3: 12 And the man said:  `The woman whom You gave to be with me, she gave me of the tree, and I ate.'

It's her fault. I had nothing to do with it. And not only does Adam blame Eve for it, but he also blames God. "The woman
whom You gave to be with me". It's Eve's fault. It's God's fault. It's anyone's fault but Adam's.

But I'm  afraid that women  come  out  looking just as  childish  as  men  in this  story.  In the next verse, when Eve has the
opportunity to take responsibility for her actions,look what she does:

T]xityn E;Dan ,ntyxn ,lax .n] ;nityy nx .I-nn ,ntyx? Din .7* n]n? ipx-]|  ii

j - x]

3:13  And God said to the woman:  `What is this you have done?' And the woman said:  `The sexpent
beguiled me, and I ate. '

Again, the buck is passed. No one takes responsibility. And the rest of the story is history. Or rather, the rest of the story is the
beginning of history; for Adam and Eve are punished with the classic punishment for disobeying God -exile. Throughout the
Torah, when anyone demonstrates an inability to dwell with God or with community, the punishment will be that they will live
without God and without community. Adam and Eve cannot live according to God's boundaries and God's rules within the
garden, so they are exiled and forced to live outside of paradise, and human history -along with mortality -begins.

Chapter 4 of Genesis introduces us to the next generation. Adam and Eve's children, Cain and Abel, enter center stage. Like
in their parents' scene, a seminal question will be asked; a fundamental test of character will take place. And like their parents,
they will fail. But we will learn something crucial about God from their story:

inain:I iin* 7]D-)* lip  Di?.?I ,iiTty3 D]]iini ini] ;iin* 7]n-)* ,1?r2 lax-]]   n ...

4:8    And Cain spoke to Abel his brother. And it was when they were in the field, that Cain rose up
against Abel his brother, and slew him.

We don't know what the conversation was or why Cain killed Abel, other than perhaps classic sibling rivalry andjealousy
brought on by God's favouritism (a mistake that more than one parent has made). Look carefully at this verse, however. There
is a word repeated unnecessarily, and that word is key to our understanding the message of this story. Which word is repeated
and in doing so adds no new information?

4cfez.v -his brother
That word is repeated seven times in ten verses. We got it the first time. In fact, we didn't even need it the first time. The Torah

tells us that Eve had a son Cain and then she had another son, Abel. We could figure out for ourselves that they are bl.others. So
why does the Torah need to tell us seven times that they are brothers?

One understanding of this repetition of the word c!c¢z.v is that murder is fratricide. All human beings are related. All human
beings are siblings. So not only is the first murder also the first fratricide, but all murder is fratricide.

The question now is what will the reaction be to this horror at the first death in history. How will Cain react?

;iin* J}D ix ,iii?-b* ii]n? lax -Ii   u

4:9    And God said to Cain:  `Where is Abel your brother?'

Just like the Adam and Eve  story,  God opens the conversation with a question.  Again, this is not a question of physical
location. God clearly knows what has happened and where Abel is. This is a moral question to Caln, "Do you take responsibility
for your actions against your brother?"

While I am not one of those who views God as a perfect, faultless Being, I do love this practice of asking questions and giving
people the opportunity to step forward and take responsibility. God could have simply pointed a finger and said, "Look what
you've done, you idiot." It could have been an accusation, but instead it is an opportunity -an opportunity for moral growth.

Many years later, one of our great leaders and teachers, Maimonides, will write that when one is rebuking another, one of the
best  techniques  is  to  ask  a  question.  Questions  open  up  conversations.  Statements  and  accusations  tend  to  close  down
conversations. Both in the Adam and Eve story when God asks Adam "Where are you?" and here in the Cain and Abel story
where God asks Cain ``Where is Abel your brother?", God is demonstrating the proper way to rebuke. You ask a question and
hope that this will lead to someone stepping forward and taking responsibility.

As we all know, however, that is not what Cain does. Instead, he asks a question in return:

ij . ]* in* in . I;a ,i]iyT}  N . t> lax .`]

And he said:  `1 know not; Am I my brother's keeper?'

Note again the repetition of the word brother. Not only has Cain rejected responsibility for what he did to Abel, but he even
acknowledges that Abel is his brother and despite this, he feels no responsibility towards him. This rejection of responsibility for
his brother seals Cain's fate.  And we see that once again, the punishment for sin is exile.  Whereas Adam and Eve's sin was
disobeying God, and their punishment was that they were exiled from the garden and no longer permitted to live there with God;
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ivl%NINIA
ESSAY

JEWS AND CHRISTIANS:
I'MUPFORRADICALCHANGE

BUT ARE YOU?
The Editor was invited to give a lecture to Bishops at the recent

Lanbcth Corference. The Bishops attending included the Angliean
Bishop Of Jerusalem. What fiollows is the verbatin text with only

occasion specofic remacks removed.

Tony Bayfield

True dialogue can be
life-changing

FIFTEEN YEARS AGO  SCM
Press  published  a book  called
Dialogue With A Dif ference: The

Manor House Group Experience.Itwas
a book to which I had contributed ten
years of my life - well, not all of my
life but a not insignificant part of my
religious life!  It was a book that grew
out  of a  Jewish-Christian  d`i_alogue
group which I'd helped establish and
co-convened with a fomier Director of
the  Council of Christians  and Jews,
Revd Marcus Braybrooke. The group
wasself-selectingandunrepresentative.
It  consisted  of seven  or  eight  open-
minded Jews and the same number of
open-minded  Christians.  We'd met
relatively   infrequently   but   very
regularly - for a residential each year
andseveralone-daysessious-formore
than  a decade.  The membership had
remained  constant.  The  focus  was
theological, with no hol.ds barred and
nothing off limits.

The `difference'  about our dialogue
to which the title referred was that over
a period of ten years we built a huge
amount    of   trust    and    enduring
friendship.  It  was  here  that  I  shared
religious  ideas  and questions which I
didn't even share at meetings with my
own  rabbinic  colleagues.  It was  here
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that I walked through the garden of my
most   significant   Other,   came   to
appreciate  flowers  I had been  deeply
suspicious of before and went back to
my own garden, no less convinced that
it was my own but better able to see the
weeds  and  the  plants  which  needed
nourishing.

I'm a very, very minor figure but I
do   teach   theology   at   the   only
mainstrealn  rabbinic  training  college
in  this  country  and  you  can  see  the
influence  of the Manor House  group
and  subsequent  dialogue  experiences
in everything I teach and write. Four of
the Christian members of the group are
amongst my  closest friends  and most
important        mentors.         Marcus
Braybrooke, who has contributed more
to  Christian  Jewish  dialogue  in  this
country  than  anyone  else  in  the  last
twenty-five years;  John Bowden,  my
contemporary  theology  mentor  and
advisor on what to read, now retired as
Director of the SCM Press; Alan Race,
author     of    the     brilliant     book
"Christianity        and        Religious

Pluralism";  and  Richard  now  Lord
Harries who, when he first joined the
group,  was  Dean  of King's  College,
London  and  later  became  Bishop  of
Oxford  and  Chair  of  CCJ.   They
demonstrated  to  me  that  dialogue
conducted with heart and soul as well

as head, in the context of relationships
of mutual trust,  affection  and  shared
despair     -     such      dialogue      is
transformative.

The impossible challenge of now
But here we are, a group of complete
strangers. What on earth can we do in
less than two hours?

For  me,  one  of the  great  Jewish
contributions to human understanding
is   that  verse   from  the   Book   of
Leviticus,   `You   shall   love   your
neighbour, who is like you, because I
am   God'.    That   verse   was   also
profoundly dear to  a remarkable Jew
called Jesus. So let me take the risk, a
huge risk, of talking in sentences that
carry  many  paragraphs  of reference
and  explanation  and  hope  that  our
shared commitment to the same loving
God will enable me to  speak without
causing   offence   or  trampling   on
cherished beliefs.  And will not cause
you to doubt for a moment that I am a
faithful Jew.

In the Middie Ages, despite the pain
and outrage of much Christian-Jewish
disputation,   there   were   rays   of
respectful  insight  into  that  which
Judaism  and  Christianity  share.  Such
has  been  the  horror  of the  modem
world  that  orthodox  Jews,  following
one  of the  towering  figures  of 20th
century  orthodoxy,  Rabbi  Joseph
Soloveitchik,  declined  to  engage  in
theological discussion with Christians.
Still  do.  Talking  with  tolerance  and
respect, let me add, is not the same as
dialogue.

I  say  this  because  I  want  you  to
realise  what remarkable  things  came
out of my mouth or rather out of my
word processor back in 1992. I say that
not because I want to impress you with
my  courage  -  as  a  progressive  Jew,
radical thinking doesn't demand much
courage.  I say it in the hope that you
can understand what the intimacy and
revelatory nature of true dialogue can
elicit even out of a flawed, tribal hunian
beings like me.

Mutual theological space
In my introduction to Dz.cr/og:z¢e Wz.f7i 4
Dz:ore7.e#ce  I wrote  about  a personal
experience in the ruins of Brinkburn
Priory  beside  the  River  Coquet  in
Northunberland:

"From my point of view it was the
most perfect spot - the most beautiful,
austere shell, a flowing river and utter
peace. My wife took the children down
to  the  river  to  have  a  picnic  and  I
wandered back into  the  church.  As I
stood there the prayers  that had been
prayed in that place became tangible. I



was overwhelmed with the conviction
that those prayers were good prayers,
true  prayers,  laid  before  the  same
Ultimate Reality addressed by prayers
in the synagogue".

In the  opening  chapter of Dz.cr/ogzfe
wz.Zfe cz Dz;grere77ce, significantly entitled
`Making  Theological  Space for  Each

OZ7zer',  I wrote:
"One of my early dialogue partners

was an Anglican minister, vicar of my
local  parish  church.  One  Saturday
moming, I came out of my front door
to  set off for synagogue.  I looked up
the road to see my friend who had just
emerged from his home, and was about
to unlock his church.  `What does God
make  of all  this?',  I  mused.  Would
God want him to throw away the keys
and  join   me   on   the  journey   to
synagogue?  Or would God prefer me
to change my Sabbath and my route to
worship?

On reiterating the  question,  I have
been  told  that  it  is  impertinent  and
illegitimate to try to scrutinise the mind
of God.  Leaving  aside  my  suspicion
that  trying  to  understand  what  God
wants of us has played a considerable
part  in  both  Jewish  and  Christian
thought,  it  seems  to  me that while  I
may have posed the question in a facile
and    impertinent    manner,    it    is
nevertheless  a  wholly/holy  pertinent
question to pose".

I concluded:
"When Moses asks God to reveal his

name, God responds by telling Moses
that  God  is  not  susceptible  to  being
named. For to name is to control, as all
the  ancient  fairy  stories  about  lamps
and genies testify. I do not wish to fall
into  the  naming,  owning  trap  by
suggesting that the God of Abraham,
Isaac  and  Jacob  and  Christ  are  both
outyourings, faces, manifestations of a
God whom  Judaism  long  ago  named
and  owned.  `Our  God,  we  got  there
first. You worship him, though under a
different name.'  But I do suggest that
the  mediaeval  Jewish  counterbalance
to familiarity, God as Ez.7? So/ [1iterally
Without End], points to  a recognition
of an Umameable and Unpossessable
Greatness at the heart of the universe.
We are unable to. speak of God except
in language that is  a reflection of the
historical  and  cultural  experience  of
our  traditions.  Both  Judaism  and
Christianity, however, have it in them
to recognise that which is true and real
but  which  lies  beyond  the  particular
scriptures, myths and language of their
our faith.

In dialogue, I journey to the land of
my  Christian  partners  and  admire,
puzzle,  study,  challenge,  value  and

2

learn. I go home wiser and inevitably
changed. Which many see as risk, but
others, myself included, as eurichment.
Though  I  will  never   cease   from
pointing  out  its  failings  towards  my
faith and the consequences of teachings
I regard as misguided, I have no need
to denigrate or condescend. The land is
real  and  true,  though,  like  mine,
imperfect. It is no betrayal of my own
country  to  offer  respect  and  honour
and recognition of our common source
and  goal.  In  the  mutual  granting  of
space, ungrudgingly and unreservedly,
lies  the  hope  for  new  growth  and
insight into the Oneness out of which
our purposeful diversity flows".

Finally, and still more explicitly:
"I believe that Christians find in the

life, death and resurrection of Jesus as
described in the New Testament and in
the  tradition  that  flows  from  those
events  the  fullest  disclosure  of the
nature of God and God's will for them.
Such faith involves no necessary error
or illusion. Just as Sinai was the central
episode  of revelation,  the  covenantal
moment for the Jewish people, so too,
from the Jewish perspective, is Calvary
for Christians and Christianity".

I  remember  vividly  the  very  first
time I brought all of that together in the
Manor House dialogue group.  One of
my  Jewish  friends,  the  late  Hyam
Maccoby      expressed      desperate
discomfort   and   palpable    shock.
"You're  giving  too  much  away",  he

said. I understood and still understand
precisely  what  he  meant.  There  is  a
strong   element  of  negotiation   in
moving  from  the  appalling  state  of
Christian-Jewish  theological  relations
twenty-five years ago to something that
some  of  us  dream  of.  But  in  the
intimacy   of  a  truly  trusting   and
empathetic group I could say it.

Siblings and the implication of
being siblings
Theneedtomakeaccepting,confirming,
un-condescending theological space for
each  other  points  inescapably  to  a
radical recasting of our understanding
of God and God's will for us. But what
about our relationship to each other?

Not  long  after  the  publication  of
Dialogue  With  A  Diff a:ference,  I was
introduced to a remarkable Australian,
Cardinal  Cassidy  who  was  then  the
Head of the Vatican's Commission for
Religious  Relations  with the Jews.  It
led to  several  conferences  which had
something  of the  style  of the  Manor
House Group but obviously lacked the
level of intimacy. Nevertheless, it was
here that, for me, something else began
to emerge.

The   realisation   that   Jews   and
Christians are siblings.

The notion owed much to a book by
an  American  Jewish  Scholar,  Alan
Segal. The core of Segal's argument is
that  both  Judaism  and  Christianity
emerged from the same milieu at the
same time, between the year 100 before
the Common Era and the year 200 of
the Common Era.  Segal is, of course,
making the  radical point of equating
Judaism  with  rabbinic  Judaism,  the
Judaism   of  the   Scribes   and   the
Pharisees.  He   calls  us  Rebecca's
children,    Jacob    and    Esau.    I'm
uncomfortable  with  the  implication
that  we  are  twins  because  people
equate twins with identical twins  and
that, emphatically, we are not. But the
implication  of reminding  us  that  we
are siblings is enormous.

First, it takes the unhelpful metaphor
of Christianity as the daughter religion
of  Judaism   out   of  the   equation
completely  and  secondly  it  forces  us
both to view what I  call the Hebrew
Bible and you call the Old Testament
very  differently.  It  is  really,  really
painful for Jews not to think that the
Torah is ours and ours alone. It sheds
for Jews  a humbling new perspective
on  the  promise  to  Abraham  that his
descendents would be as numerous as
the grains of sand on the shore of the
sea.  For  Christians  it  challenges  the
very  concept  of  `01d'  Testament  -
`old'   covenant,   ex-beloved   ones,

superseded,  rejected.  It points  up  the
folly of notions of favouritism since no
hunanparentintheirrightmindallows
notions of favouritism to take hold as
between  their  children,  let  alone  the
Divine Parent.

I've subsequently gone on to suggest
that  Judaism,  Christianity  and  Islam
are,  in  fact,  three  siblings,  all  the
children of Abraham and currently the
mostdysfunctionalfamilyintheworld.
Indeed I've argued and maintain with
great passion that if the three children
of Abraham cannot stand together and
resist  the  extremist,  fundamentalist
trends that have defaced the Abrahamic
family and shamed it in the eyes of the
world over the last fifty years, religion
will  have  no  future  and  the  three
Abrahamic   faiths   will   have   lost
everything. Everything.

In the book that followed  our first
Vatican   dialogue   conference,  He
Kissed Him And They Wept I `wrohe..

"I am arguing that the best metaphor

for the  relationship  between  Judaism
and Christianity (and Islam) is that of
siblings.    Each    sibling    owes    its
existence  and  identity  to  a  founding,
revelatory  experience,  depicted  in  its
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scriptures. Each revelation establishes
a  covenant  for those  who  understand
themselves to be part of the story, part
of the people whose story the scriptures
tell.  Each  revelation,  each  covenant,
each  sibling warrants  the  acceptance,
respect and independent space that is
every   sibling's   birthright."   Each
sibling  complements  the  other.  No
sibling replaces or displaces the other.

The title of that second book brings
me to  a further point.  I don't have to
tell you that the reference "he kissed
him   and   they   wept"   is   to   the
reconciliation between Esau and Jacob
in Genesis 33. What has always struck
me about that reconciliation is that it's
only  a  partial  reconciliation.  They
embrace, Jacob's gifts are accepted and
the terrible past,  for which Jacob the
Jew   is   so   much   responsible,   is,
apparently,  laid  to  rest.  But  what  is
seldom  pointed  out  is  that  the  two
brothers  then  go  their  separate ways,
never to live side by side and never to
meet  again  except  at  their  father's
froeral.

Today it is impossible for the faiths
to go their separate ways.

For  me,  the  burning  revelation  of
our  times  is  that  faiths  in  general;
Judaism,  Christianity  and  Islam  in
particular;      and      Judaism      and
Christianity most of all, can only exist
in relationship to one other. We camot
stand  alone  because  of the  reality  of
91obalisation;  because  our  respective
stories,  revelations,  covenants  are  so
intertwined    and    interconnected;
because our fragments  of tnrfu are so
spiritually,  historically  and  culturally
interlocked. Our fragments of truth are
no more than that. Fragments of truth.
We  cannot  be  a  blessing  to  all  the
families of the earth, we cannot repair
this shattered world on our own. Only
together.   We   are   siblings   whose
familial  relationship  demands  mutual
love  and  collaboration  and  whose
mission, purpose, meaning can only be
understood   in   a   partnership    of
mutuality.

Paradigm shift
Making  theological  space  for  each
other.   Recognising  the  profound
significanceofoursiblingrelationship.
And so to the third and final point of
my transformational trinity.

For  the  last  ten  years  I've  been
involved  in  applying  the  experience
and techniques of the Jewish-Christian
dialogue group with which I began, to
a  Jewish-Christian-Muslim  dialogue
group. It has been different. No more
valuable,    even    though    Jewish-
Christian-Muslim  dialogue  is  more
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fashionable  and  feels  to  many  more
pressing. It has been very challenging
because a whole new set of dynamics
have come into play. It won't surprise
you to know that, because we live in a
global village  in which what goes  on
elsewhere in the world is imported into
relationships where we are, the Jewish
community's insistence on Israel as a
core  focus  of contemporary  Judaism
has proved to be the most challenging
area of all, as much for the Christians
in the group as for the Muslims.

I really empathise with the Christian
dilemma.  I  can  appreciate  Christian
universalism  which  now  renounces
sacred  land  and  globalises  sacred
space. I can empathise with the bias. in
favour  of the  poor  and  oppressed.  I
hear in siding with the Palestinian poor
and  needy,  widow  and  orphan,  loud
echoes   of   our   shared   prophetic
tradition.  Jews in Britain fail to grasp
Anglican  obligations  towards  the
AnglicancolnmunityintheHolyLand,
its understandable radicalis ation and its
rapidly   dwindling   numbers.   The
Jewish  intellectual  contribution  to
American  Neoconservatism  and  the
unavoidable  alliance  between  Israel
and America (more than 80% of world
Jewry live in either Israel or America)
has  been  in recent years  not just  our
salvation but our millstone as well. We
display  our  neuroticism  most  clearly
when we accuse all those who question
Israel' s actions of being anti-Semites.

I believe in the non-negotiable right
of  the  State  of  Israel  to  exist  in
security  but  I  also  believe  in  demo-
cracy, human rights and justice for all
of Israel's  people  and  for  its  neigh-
bours. The two are not and must never
be incompatible. I believe that the two
state  solution  is  the  only  game  in
town.

About six months  ago  I was  asked
by  the  University  of  Oldenburg  to
contribute  an  extended  paper  on  the
theological sighificance of Israel' s 60tb
birthday.   A   shortened   and   less
pretentious version of the paper served
as  the  World  Congress  of  Faiths
Younghusband  Lecture  in  May.  But
actually, I wrote the paper for and have
shared  it  with  my  Jewish-Christian-
Muslim dialogue group.

I   argued   that   Judaism   has   a
geography as well as a history, that it
has the right to be treated on its own
terms. Not as Christianity pass6 -who
needs land any more? Not as an affront
to  the  Islamic  understanding  of the
Islamic  world.  But  as  itself.  I  also
suggested  that  the  S:feocz7z  (Holocaust)
was the last episode of a paradigm of
powerlessness  and  landlessness  that
had  lasted  1900  years.  Whilst the  re-
establishment  of the  State  of Israel
constituted the first episode  of a new
paradigm.

I ended with the following:
"Sixty  years  on  from  the  birth  of

Israel,  the politics  of the  world have
not  eased  the  tensions  between  the
three  Abrahamic  faiths.  The  divine
comedy  of  situating  Israel  at  the
crushing  point  of two  tectonic  plates
should send shivers down the spines of
all  Muslims  and  Christians  untainted
by fundamentalism and not just down
the spines of world Jewry.

Yet   the   situation   can   still   be
transformed and Israel can, by virtue
of   its    intimate    relationship    to
Christianity and Islam, by virtue of its
position between its siblings, become a
bridge.  Because  of the  smallness  of
Jewish  numbers,  Israel  is  the  place
above all other places where the three
faiths touch in significant numbers. At
the heart of the new paradigm is Israel.
Here  the  three  meet  physically  and
could meet spiritually. Here the bridge
between the Christian or post-Christian
west  and the  Islamic  world  could  be
built  and  nurtured  by  Jews  who've
lived for centuries in both worlds and
walked  the  bridge  back  and  forth
continually in the past.

Sixty years  after the  re-creation  of
the state of Israel it is now clearer than
ever before that a paradigm shift has
taken place and the geographical both
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illustrates and poses the questions that
the  new  paradigm  presents.  Can  the
three  faiths  find  reconciliation?  Can
they help to construct a world in which
all  three  can  live  together?  Can  a
shared family culture be tuned to good
effect?  Can  God's  demand  for  a
partnership  for the good of humanity
and the repair of the globe be met? Can
both the conscious  and sub-conscious
jealousies and rivahies be set aside so
that  the  theology  of  relationship
replaces  the  hideous  theology   of
sibling rivalry?"

If I a,in to treat you
as equal siblings,

the child Of a
cormon parehi,
• Abrahan, and

Of the Common
Divine Parehi,
then I denond,
to be treated in

the same way. As
dif ferehi, myself
but not inf ;erior.

The obverse, the
p otentially challenging
Perhaps you can understand the late
Hyam Maccoby's  objection when he
told me that I'd given too much away.
After all,.I've just sald that Christians
are  people  of profound  faith  and
Christianityisagreatandvalidreligion.
That the New Testament is a book of
revelation. That there is a covenant with
Christianity.

I've  conceded  that  Judaism  is  not
superior or favoured. That the Hebrew
Bible is a shared inheritance. Thiat our
stories  are  inextricably  related.  That
Jews  cannot  fulfil  the  meaning  and
purpose of Judaism on their own. That
partnership  between  the  faiths  is
essential to the very future of religion,
ofhumanityandtheglobe.It'snotonly
Jews who are required to be a blessing
to all the families of the earth.

I  have  acknowledged  that  Jewish
particularism and Jewish commitment
to    land    are    not    the    stuff   of
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contemporary,     liberal     Christian
theology or categories of thought.

I've  shown  my  hand,  played  my
cards,  have  nothing  left  to  negotiate
with and yet expect of you some very
difficult  and  probably  unpalatable
responses.

What worries me, as I have tried to
explain, is that when I articulate them,
now, in the closing paragraphs of this
lecture, you will be offended because I
may  have  challenged  your  theology
and    self-understanding.     I     fear
offending and I fear being rejected. But
I've said that 1'11 take the risk and I've
often  played  the  fool  who  rushes  in
where  angels  (Jewish  and  Christian.)
fear to tread.

On theological space
If I'm prepared to  make theological
space for you, I expect you to make
theological space for me with all of the
implications for supercessionism;  `the
way, the truth and the life' and so on. I
neverwanttohearanother77zoz/gfezFor
r7ze  Dczj;  in  which  Jesus  ends  up
trouncing the Pharisees 6-0 6-0 - even
thoughthishasimplicationsfortheway
youunderstandtheNewTestamenttext.
Itiswellnighimpossibleforustomove
forward unless we both acknowledge
that there are Godless passages, all too
humanpassagesinoursacredscriptures
whether they be in the Hebrew Bible -
God supposedly encouraging Abraham
to expel Hagar and Ishmael; injunctions
to wipe out the Canaanite tribes - or
passages  in the  Gospels  holding the
Jews responsible for the death of christ
or cursing us  as the  children  of the
Devil.

Anti-Semitism is alive and flourish-
ing. It is part of the reason, maybe the
whole of the reason, why there are only
14 million Jews in the world; and why
we  Jews  are  obsessed  with  survival,
neurotic  about numbers  and paranoid
about  those  people  who  threaten  us
meaning what they say. There can be
no  doubt  that  Christian  anti-Judaism
with  its  roots  in  the  New  Testament
text is  a major if not the major con-
tributor.  It  has  not  been  adequately
dealt with even in the Protestant Chris-
tianity  of Northern  Europe  and  the
United States.

And that's  only  for  starters,  that's
only   what   is   required   to   make
accepting  and  confirming  theological
Space.

On being Oust) a sibling
If I am to treat you as equal siblings,
thechildofacommonparent,Abraham,
and of the Common Divine Parent, then
I demand to be treated in the same way.

As  different, myself but not inferior.
As  chosen  or  singled  out  but  only
insofar as you have been chosen and
singled out. Just as much loved by our
Parent in heaven and not in need of you
as  intermediary  or  of your  saving
grace. As grace-ful not grace-less  or
disgraced.

On Israel and the new paradigm
When it comes to the new paradigm, I
expect you to recognise that Judaism is
not the same as Christianity and accept
that  Jews  have  every  right  to  a
geography as well as a history. And for
you to reflect on the fact that, despite
Jewish prayerful longing for Zion, our
longing would probabl}- ne`-er have
been realised had not Christian Europe
found it so difficult to accommodate its
Jewish   population   (quite   unlike
Ottoman  Europe).  It was  Britain,
Europe that drew lines on maps  and
equivocated.

When we Jews find the exercise of
power more difficult in reality than in
theory,  I  crave  the  humility  of your
recognising    just    what    a    mess
Christianity has made of the exercise
of state power over mucb of the last
fifteen centuries  or more. Not flirting
with disinvestment campaigns. By the
way, do you know how bitterly ironic
it is for Jews like me to find that our
strongest  Christian  allies  over  Israel
are fundamentalists with wacky ideas
about the role  of Jews  in the second
coming?

On the most urgent contemporary
imperative
Above all, I need you to understand
just what damage the resurgence  of
fundamentalism  since the  1960s  has
done to Christianity, as well as Judaism
and Islam, and be prepared fo stand up
as you haven't so far done and as Jews
haven't so  far  done  and as  Muslims
haven't so far done and denounce the
obscene  distortions  of our respective
faiths. Please, please recognise that in
the new paradigm only Jews, Christians
and Muslims in partnership can restore
the good name ofreligion because only
we have besmirched it.

Our  shared  emergence  out  of a
common  faith,  history  and  culture
2,000 years ago  is the profoundest of
divine  mysteries  but  we  are  without
doubt,   the   two   of  us,   the   most
significant  Other  for  each   other.
Perhaps even the fate of God is in our
shared hands I

RABBI TONIr BA¥FIELD, I>.D. a.AMBEHD
is Head Of the Movement for R.Ofor.rn Judaism in
Britain and Editor Of MANNA
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Cain's sin is that he cannot live witb human beings, and therefore he will be exiled from living with civilization. Look:

npT*Ii-in i?x  Dir?v . ¥ ,iin* inT Ji,7 ;]]ityy ny] ,i}]x .i]   `
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4:10  And God said:  `What have you done? The voice of your brother's blood cries to Me from the

oround.
4: 11   And now you are cursed from the earth, which has opened her mouth to receive your brother's

blood from your hand.
4:12  When  you till  the  ground,  it  shall  not henceforth  yield  to  you her  strength;  a  fugitive  and  a

wanderer shall you be in the earth.'

Afugitiveandawanderer-#oi;c}-#crc7-ifyoucannotlivewithyourbrotherandtakeresponsibilityforhim,thenyouwillnot
be permitted to live with other human beings in civilized society. And the curtain closes.

I'dliketosuggesttoyouthatthesetwostories-AdamandEveandCainandAbel-areparadigmaticstories.Theyrepresent
thetworequirementsthatGodislookingforinapartner.WesaidearlierthatGoddetestslonelinessandislookingforapartner,
someonetobeinrelationshipwith.Inbothofthesetwostories,Godissearchingforthatpartner.Butitcan'tbejustanyone.We
all know that loneliness is not quelled by simply being with others.  We conquer loneliness by finding others who  share our
va.Iuesandourdreams,wbocanbeourpartnersonajouney.Godislookingforapartnerwhowilltakeresponsibilityfortwo
primary relationships:

A vertical relationship - saying fez.#e72z. to God;
A horizontal relationship - saying fez.#e79z. to other human beings.
When  God  says,  "where  are you?" - the  answer needs  to  be,  "Zrz.72e#z.,  I  am  here,  ready to  take  responsibility  and  be  in

relationship with God."
That' s the vertical relationship.
When God says, "Where is your brother or your sister?" - the answer needs to be,
"I know where they are, because I am responsible for them."

That's the horizontal relationship.
TobeGod'spartnerrequiresbeinginrelationshiptohighervaluesandbeingpartofsomethingbiggerandmoretranscendent

than our individual wants and needs.
To be God's partner also requires being in relationship with other people, being someone who will demonstrate that we are

indeed our brothers' and sisters' keepers.
God spends the first 22 Chapters of Genesis looking for such a partner.
There are a few more false starts:
Inthenextstory,NoahlookslikeapossibilitytobeGod'spartner.HefollowsGod'sinstructionstobuildanark.Doinggood

with the vertical relationship. But Noah makes no attempt to save any human beings other than his family. So he fails on the
horizontal relationship test.

Next story: Tower of Babel. The people work together beautifully to build a tower. They are looking after each other and
beingeachother'skeepers.Nicehorizontalrelationship.ButthepuaposeoftheToweristo"buildanameforourselves."There
isnomentionofGodorahighertranscendentpuapose.Andweknowtoowellinthisdayandagethedangerofpeopleworking
together without a moral cause to guide them.

It is not until Chapter  12 that God finds Avraham, who spend the next ten chapters demonstrating that he is His Orother's
keeper,whenherescueshiskidnappednephewLotandwhenheargueswithGodtosavetherighteouspeopleofSodomand
Amorah.Avrahampassesthehorizontaltest.AndtheninChapter22,wehavethe4kec7czfo,thebindingoflsaac,whereGodcalls
out to Avraham to do the unthinkable, and Avraham answers back the magic word,

Driux ,11?x i7]x  i] ;DTi]x-nx ni?] ,Din  J¥ni ,n?xD Dii]m in* ,in?1   x
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22:1Anditcametopassafterthesethings,thatGodtestedAvraham,andsaidtohim:`Avraham';and

he said:  `Here am I.' -¢z.72e#z.

Why are we here?
We are here because we are the Jewish people, the descendants of Avraham.  We answer both the vertical question and the

horizontalquestionintheaffirmative.WhenGodasks,"Whereareyou?Doyoubelievethereistranscendentpuxposeandmeaning
tolife?",wesay"fez.#e7?z.,yes,wewanttohavearelationshipwithYouandhighervalues."WhenGodasks,"Areyouyourbrothers'
andsisters'keepers?Doyoucareaboutotherhumanbeings?,ouranswerisanunequivocal,yes.Thisiswhywearehereandit
iswhyGodcreatedtheJewishpeople-tosharethemessagethatbothofthesequestionsareessentialtohumanexistence.

Judaism  does  not  accept  the  solitary  monastic  existence  as  a  model  Jewish  life.  You  cannot  sit  on  a  mountaintop  and
commune with God and have a fully Jewish life, for the vertical relationship witb the transcendent is only half of the Jewish
equation.  Nor can you be  a humanist  existentialist,  who  believes  that pure  social  action  is  sufflcient  for expressing Jewish
commitment. That caring for other human beings must be infomed by some sort of higher purpose.

Jews must be concerned with both the horizontal and vertical axis. To be honest, most of us lean towards one or the other.

continued on next page
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Each of us has a tendency to express our Judaism more through spirituality/study or more through social action. I believe that
one  of the  reasons the  Torah  sets  out the  Adam/Eve  and  Cain/Abel  stories  right at the  beginning  is  to  show that both the
horizontal and vertical axis are essential to being a fully expressive Jew.

My question to you as we leave this Conference is meant on two levels: Why are you here?
By "you" - I mean you as an individual and you as part of your home community.  So I challenge you to ask yourself the

vertical question and the horizontal question two times: once on a personal level and once on a communal level. Let's start with
the personal:

God asked Adam, "Where are you?" God was hoping for the answer,  ``fJz.7zeJ2z. " -Here I am.
•   In what way do you answer  "fez.7ee72z." to God's question of "Where are you?"
•   Do you have a personal, vertical relationship with God -with some sense of transcendent meaning and purpose in life?
•   If so, how do you pursue that relationship -through prayer/study/meditation/reflection?
•   If not, what are you going to do to remedy or improve it?

Where are you? That's the vertical question.
And then there is the.horizontal question:

•   In what way are you your brother and sister's keeper?
•   What do you do to help Jews in your community and around the world?
•   What do you do to help our non-Jewish brothers and sisters and to build positive relationships with them in the interest of

repairing the world?
Those two questions - "Where are you?" and ``Where is Abel your brother?" - are ones that every Jew needs to ask him or

herself. That's why we're here.
But 1'11 make it harder for you. I'm going to suggest that not only does every individual Jew need to ask those questions, but

every community needs to ask those questions of itself as well:
The vertical question:

•   Are our prayer services inspiring people to have more meaningful relationships with God?
•   Is our cfeec7er helping young people to engage with our tradition in a compelling way?
•   Are our members answering  ``fez.72e72z." when God calls out to them?

The horizontal question:
•   Do members of our community care about each other enough to visit the sick, comfort the moumers and celebrate s '77eczcfeo/

together?
•   Does our community reach out to other Jewish communities in Israel and around the world to support them in times of trouble

and times of joy?
•   Does our community engage with the non-Jewish world in significant ways through inter-faith and community activities?

I challenge each of you to retim to your synagogue, and together with your rabbis and leadership, to challenge yourselves to
say  "¢z.7ze#z. ", to be your brothers' and sisters' keepers, and in doing so, to be the true descendants of Avraham.

That's why we are here - and I am so grateful that you all are. Thank you .

RAE;RI  SHOE;l±A:HAL BO:YD  GTrLEAiIND  is  the  Executive  Director  Of the  Movement for  Reform  Judaism.  She  was  ordained  in  1993  at  the  Jewish
Theological Seminary in New York and has served in a number Of professional roles since then, including Vicp Pr.esid.ent Of tp? Vexper .Heri.ta§e F?unda_tiop
in NYC. Following i sabbatical at the Mandel Foundation in Israel, she moved to the UK where she now makes her home with her hasband, Jonathan Boyd,
and their three children.
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In MA:+TNA loo Rabbi Professor Marc Saperstein, Principal Of Leo
Baeck College in London, argued that congrega[tional rabbis need to

maintain scholarly interests and that both the rabbi and the synagogue
should see regular study as part Of a rabbi's  `job'.

MANNA asked two rabbis and two synagogue chairs to comment.

ARE  RABBIS SCHOLARS?
RESPONSES TO  VARC SAPERSTEIN

GET OUT OF THE
LIBRARY AND LEARN

Nell Amswych

W IIAT IS A RABBI? A RABBI
is at the core someone who
supports,    nurtures    and

develops the chain of Jewish tradition,
someone who  ensures  Judaism passes
from generation to  generation.  In the
daysofclose-knitcommunitywhenthe
continuance  of Jewish tradition was
assumed,  the  rabbi  needed to be  the
guardian of all Jewish academia. With
the internet and with entire Jewish legal
codes available on CD-Rom in Hebrew
and in translation to  anyone who  can
afford them,  with the breakdown  of
communal structures that ensure Jewish
continuity,  the  needs  of the  Jewish
community  are  different  today  and
therefore  the  needs  of a  rabbi  are
different.  Perhaps  most  pronounced
nowadays is the need for rabbis to take
on a pseudo-prophetic role, to sound a
clarion call about where our society is
headed   and   to   stop   the   Jewish
community from continuing to feed into
pending  humanitarian  and  climatic
disasters. To do this, they need to base
their call on Jewish texts, although they
do  not  need  to  have  to  be  able  to
translate every single word.

Speaking from personal experience,
I  am finding  it  incredibly  difficult to
speck  of  social  action,  of  inter faith
work  and  of comlnunal  development
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when the opinion continues to  go  out
that the only authentic rabbis are those
who can parse every single verb from
every  text,  or  who  spend  immense
amounts  of  time  in  study.  Study  is
great, and,  in part, I envy rabbis who
devote  time  to  the  kind  of study that
Rabbi  Saperstein  recommends.  But  it
is   also   not  the   reality   for   many
congregational  rabbis,  either  because
they do not have the linguistic ability
that Rabbi Saperstein recommends, or
because    they    know    that    their
community  is  better  served  by  them
visiting the sick, by creating a website
or perhaps  even by reading  a book in
English on community development.

As far as I know, most or all rabbis
have  a  sabbatical  written  into  their
contract.   Those  who   choose  to  be
academics and write books can  either
do what I do, which is try to write them
late at night, or write them during their
sabbaticals. Academia is so important,
but I think perpetuating a view that all
rabbis should have a certain academic
standard  doesn't  address  the  realities
of the contemporary rabbinate, and just
makes rabbis who are doing good work
feel unnecessarily guilty.

Rabbis should be teachers, but there
is nowadays much more that we need
to  teach  than  how  to  parse  Hebrew

verbs, as important as this can be. We
need to teach Jewish communities how
to  be  proud  of who  they  are,  how  to
draw   people   in,   how   to   develop
themselves, and how to be relevant in
the modem day world. Sometimes, we
can  become  so  pious  surrounded  by
our rows of holy books and what we as
rabbis really need to do is go down into
the  market  place  with the  rest  of the
Jews,  endure their work, their strains,
their distractions, mingle in the world,
hear the scepticism and irreligion they
hear, and take the blows they take. That
much  I  learned  from Herman Wouk,
from  the  siddur  study  anthology,  in
English .

NELL ALMS`WYC" is a graduate Of st Andrews
University  where he  rend Astropkysics  and  Of
Leo Baeck College. He is Rabbi Of Bournenouth
Reform  Synagogue.

IT'S UP TO YOU TO
FIT IT IN, RABBI

Linda Karm

S0 LET'S  LOOK AT THOSE
definitivetermsappliedbyRabbi
Saperstein -"scholar, academic,

teacher, community leader and pastor".
Scholar,  academic,  teacher:  I  am

sure most congregants would probably
only agree with "teacher". What need
for a scholar or academic? As a rabbi
said  at  a  seminar I  attended recently,
congregants  want  to  see  their  rabbis
"doing" not ``thinkin8", and I am afraid

this    is    a    regrettable    truth    of
congregational  life  -  and  it  seems
Reform  Jewish  life.  Scholarship  and
academia  in  our rabbis  is not valued.
Certainly it is not valued as  much  as
the CEO  concept of rabbis, the rabbi/
lay leadership partnership in running a
community,   the   rabbi's   input   at
committee  meetings,  the  rabbi  being
there  for  congregants  almost  on  24
hour  call  to  deal  with  barmitzvahs,
weddings,  funerals,  visiting  the  sick,
comforting  the bereaved,  fundraising,
creating  new  ideas,  leading  from  the
front  -  the  "doing"  rather  than  the
"thinking".

The real question to be asked is "Do
Reform Communities value the concept
of  lifelong  learning?   Do   Reform
Communities see that rabbis need to be
able to continue studying and leaming
in order to keep themselves fresh and
spiritually connected to  God and thus
to their own community?" I think we
need  to   see   a   sea   change   in   our
members' view of their rabbi.
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The real question to
be asked is "Do

Ref ;orm Communities
value the concapt Of

lifelong learring? Do
Ref arm Communities
see that rabbis need

to be able to continue
studying and learin,g

in order to heap
themseives fresh and
spiritually cormected

to God and thus
to their own

corrmunity? " I think
we need to see a

sea change in our
members ' view Of

their rabbi.

Before     putting    together    this
response,  I  talked  this  over  with  my
own rabbi and his immediate response
was - "I do this anyway.  I've always
done  it,  and  I've  always  believed  it
was  important  to  have  time  to  study
during my working week". So it should
be. As the current chairman of EDRS, I
do not want to know what either of our
rabbis  are  doing  every  hour of every
working day of every week, as long as
the "doing"  is properly balanced with
the "thinking".

As  a  person  with  a  professional
qualification,  I  have  to  spend part  of
my week in ongoing studies, and I have
to   attend   Continuing  Professional
Development    seminars     to     gain
sufficient    hours    to    enable    my
qualification to continue. I have to take
this time out of my working week, and
I  have  to  attend  seminars  at  my  own
expense in my own time. And I do this
whilst  working  full  time  and  being
Chairman  of EDRS.  Many volunteers
work     full     weeks,     do     ongoing
professional training,  and give  a huge
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amount of time on a voluntary basis to
the running of our Synagogues. I would
suggest  that  rabbis  can  have  time  for
study and thought without the need for
this to be formalised.

So I guess my answer is "on the one
hand,   on  the   other  hand".   Yes,   of
course  our  rabbis  should  be  able  to
continue  to  study  and  lean;  on  the
other hand  they  should  be  able  to  do
this    within    a    flexible    working
framework.

Perhaps   the  Leo   Baeck  College
needs    to    put    in    place    ongoing
Continuing Professional Development,
as  in  other  walks  of  life,  to  partly
answer  this.   And  perhaps  if  rabbis
didn't do a minimum number of hours
a   year,   they   wouldn't   get   their
se772z.cfeczfe renewed!  (This is a tongue in
cheek thought, by the way!) I

LINDA  KANN  !.s  c¢aj.rma#  a/ Edgii;crrc  &
District  Reform  Synagogue,  having  previously
served   as   Honorary   Secretary   and   Vice~
Chairman.   She   and   her  family  have   been
members of EDRS since 1981. She worked al the
Sternberg  Centre  in  the   Exodus   Refusenik
Campaign  and  subsequently  as   Exodus  2000
National  Co-drdinator.  She  also  served  as  the
RSGB  Israel  Desk  Co-ordinator  from  2000-
2002    and   from    2003    was    the    Project
Development Manager for the European Region
of  the  World  Union for  Progressive  Judaism.
She is  married to  Ray  and they  have two  sons
aged 30 and 25.

A DISCIPLINARY
FRAMEWORK

Alexandra Wright

THE VERY FIRST STEP A NEW
Rabbi takes into a congregation
involves  loss.  The  loss  of the

structure of an academic institution, its
library; faculty, fellow students and an
environment that is wholly conducive
to   study,   dialogue   and  profound
engagement with texts - from the Bible
and other ancient Near Eastern texts, to
contemporary philosophy, theology and
comparative religion.

Rabbi Professor Saperstein suggests
that  in  the  future,  there  will  be  a
`division   of  labour'   between   the

academic,      scholar     rabbis      and
congregational  rabbis.  Yet  there  are
already those rabbis who have become
full-time  academics  like  Nicholas  de
Lange,  who  is  Professor  of  Jewish
Studies  at  the  Faculty  of Divinity  of
Cambridge  University,   Seth  Kunin,
Professor   in   the   Department   of
Theology  and  Religion  at  Durham
University,   and   of  course   Rabbi

Professor  Jonathan  Magonet,  former
Principal  of  Leo  Baeck  College  and
lecturer in Bible - all graduates of Leo
Baeck College. Congregational rabbis,
says  Saperstein,  should  be  rigorously
trained  to  be  able  to  handle  classical
Jewish  texts  with  the  critical  tools  of
scholarship,  as  well  as  keeping  up  to
date with contemporary scholarship.

The models of rabbis such as Louis
Jacobs,  Albert  Friedlander  and  John
Rayner  and  their  proliflc  output  in  a
variety   of  fields   are,   it   must  be
admitted,  few  and  far between today.
These were extraordinary men, but am
I allowed to  suggest that the nature of
the        rabbinate        has        changed
considerably.  The  demands  on  rabbis
from   congregations  -  the   endless
evening  meetings,  the  appraisal  of
rabbis'  work  which,  like  any  other
profession  requires  an  audit  of what
we do sometimes on a daily basis, the
captivity     of    e-mail     and     other
technology,  can  seriously  damage the
time we  devote to  study  and to  other
spiritual endeavours.

On the other hand, the accessibility
of the  internet  is  a  huge  bonus.  CD-
Roms have taken the place of laborious
research  through  Jewish  literature
when  searching  for  references  to  a
particular  subject.  The  availability  of
CCAR Responsa literature on line is a
happy development, not to mention the
marvellous  discovery  that  Sokoloff's
Dictionary   of  Jewish   Palestinian
Aramaic  Of the  Byzantine  Period  can
be accessed online, even if one has to
type in a word using a bizarre method
of transliteration and symbols. On-line
libraries  such  as  Questia  and  Jstor
(although it doesn't seem possible for
anyone who  is not associated with an
institution   or  library  to  be   able  to
subscribe  to  the  latter),  are  a  huge
bonus  for  late-night  surfers  thinking
about sermons and responsa to various
congregational  questions  which  range
from the relevance of reading the early
chapters  on  sacrifice  in  Leviticus  to
issues  of  confidentiality  on  pastoral
issues in the congregation.

And that brings me to another topic.
The range  of work undertaken by the
rabbi  today  is  immense.  We  are  also
expected  to  be  up-to-date  with  the
latest research about dementia, mental
illness  and  disability  and  other health
issues,  not  to  mention  various  social
and political issues - refugees, asylum,
the elderly, the young and vulnerable.

Other  books  I  would  add  to  the
contemporary  congregational  rabbi's
library  would  be:   Lee  Levine,   r7ze
.477cz.e#/  fy#czgogre  (Yale  University

continued on next page
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Press,      2005),      Seth      Schwartz,
Imperalism  and  Jewish  Society  200
BCE /o  640 CE (Princeton University
Press,   2001),   ed.   Rabbi   Dayle   A.
Friedma.n,  Jewish  Pastoral  Care..   A
Practical  Handbook  (]ow±sh  TJigiv+s,
2001),   Julia  Neuberger,   717ze   A4lorcz/
S/cJ/e  We 're  J7?  (Harpercollins,  2005)
and Lisa Apppignanesi, A4czc7,  Bc7c7 cz#d
Sad: A History of women and the Mind
Doctors  from   1800   to   the  Present
(Virago, 2008).

Launching    ourselves    into    the
rabbinate   as   congregational  rabbis
need   not  drown   us   in  the   sea   of
practical  commitments  and  demands.
For  some,   self-discipline  will  come
easily and naturally, for the rest of us,
we  need  the  structure  and  support  of
places  such  as  Leo  Baeck  College  or
other  departments   of  Jewish   and
Hebrew Studies to help us keep abreast
with the prolific scholarship in all areas
of Judaica I

ALEXANDRA  WRIGHT  z.s  Se#i.o/-  ficzbbJ.  o/
The Liberal Jewish Synagogue, St John 's Wood.

DOES THE RABBI
NEED PAID TIME

TO STUDY!

Darmy Savage

N0.    SIMPLE   AS    THAT.
Surely a rabbi  only works  on
Shabbat  morning  and,  apart

from  cfeec7er,  has  the rest of the week
off. How can he need `time off' or, even
worse, paid time off to study?

That  is  the  answer  I  would  have
given  before  I  got  involved  with  my
shul.

After six years as treasurer and now
in    my    second    term    as    chair,
approaching my sixth year in the seat, I
am privileged  or,  as  some would  say,
burdened   enough   to   answer   the
question in a different light.

In my sfe"/ we are fortunate to have
had  a rabbi  in  service for thirty-three
years. If that is not a lifetime it is most
certainly  a  generation.  So  where  do  I
start in justifying my answer?

Let's look at a normal day in the life
of my Rabbi.

Hang on a moment. There is no such
thing as a normal day. I do have normal
days in my office, but then I don't have
to worry about the young couple who
want to get married and have made an
appointment   first   thing   Monday
morning.  Not  a  difficult  one.  Both
families  are members  of the sfecj/.  It's
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What ci,mazes me is
how Jind words are
always given when

needed and how
adwice is always

offered when
required. Words and

adrice that will
scksfy faindy
concerns and

reassurance that
will make people

rest easy.
straight forward, no issues, apart from
`shall we have the cfe#pczfe in s%#/ or at

the venue' and, by the way Rabbi, can
you speak to my dad as he won't speak
to  my  mum  and,   oh  Rabbi  what
about....

Then off to visit a sick member who
has now been moved into a care home.
He's not doing badly but his son can't
cope so he needs to go and spend some
time with him. Mustn't forget that he's
speaking at 3.00 pin to a visiting school
back in the sfeat/.

Mondays  are  easy  as  there  is  only
the  conversion  class  on  the  Monday
night. All in all not a bad day.

Tuesday.  We  have  a  funeral.  The
lady  was  a  member  for  many  years.
Rabbi  married her  daughter  and took
the bar mitzvah of her grandson. Many
kind  words  are  needed  to  comfort  a
family  which  has  grown  up  with  the
Rabbi. They don't want him to leave as
they feel he's part of their family and
should be with them.

But there's good news too. There's a
ZJrz.f  mz./cz¢  at  4.00  pin  and  a  another

generation  will  need  guidance  and
support to  make this  rmz./zi;c7fo  a special
one, especially when he has to comfort
the  mother's  side  of the  family  who
have  never  witnessed  this  type  of
`barbaric  act'  before.  No  worries,  it

went well and they all felt that they had
taken part in what is now for the whole
family a new beginning.

Back to the office for a meeting with
the family of a young man who wants
to get married but, this time, his partner
is not Jewish.  How does he deal with
this  situation  yet  again  and  make  it
fresh and personal?

Tuesday   night,   S¢z.vcr   house   and
that's  the  day  done.  Apart  from  the
pager going off to let him know another
member  has  been  taken  ill  and  is  in
hospital. Too late for tonight but a visit
in the moming on the way to the office
is called for.

I have a few things to  discuss with
Rabbi   so   Wednesday   afternoon   is
accounted for. As I leave, Rabbi is off
to  do  some counselling.  As we part,  I
say:  `It's  almost the}Jo"fcri/i.7# and  we
haven't  arranged   or  allocated  the
cz/z.);oZ'.   I  think  to  myself  `Rabbi  has
not  yet  sat  down  with  the  choir  to
rehearse the psalm list for this year'.

Thursday  and Friday  are  not much
different.   On  Shabbat,  the  sermon
about `1ife' amazed me. I often wonder
where he has the time to find out about
the `outside world' to have an opinion,
let  alone  deliver  a  thought-provoking
sermon.

Some weeks it's not as quiet as this
one  but  it's  still  fortunate  he  didn't
have to attend the Assembly of Rabbis
or  the  Beth  Din  in  London  which
would have taken a whole day out of
his already busy diary.

What   was   the   question   again?
Should rabbis have time off? ! ! ! What?
! ! Should rabbis have time off to study?
in

What amazes  me  is not the  time  it
takes being a rabbi,  or the kflowledge
required or  the  patience  or  even  the
commitment  needed to  be  in  any job
for over thirty years and not get stale,
boring  or  uninterested.  What  amazes
me is how kind words are always given
when needed and how advice is always
offered  when  required.  Words  and
advice that will satisfy family concerns
and reassurance that will make people
rest easy. Not forgetting the inspiration
given  to  the  congregation  week  after
week  both  spiritually  and  personally
allowing  them  to  go  home  fulfilled,
confident and enthused.

Mindful  that  we  are  a  Reform
community,    that   means
constant review, updating and study to
enable  us  both  to  keep  pace  with
change,  and  remain  faithful  to  the
tradition  we  have  inherited,  allowing
the  congregation to  evolve,  learn and
develop.

So  ask  me  again.  Does  the  Rabbi
need  paid  time  to  study  and  self
develop?

Yes1

DA;NNY  SANALGE  is  President  Of Manchester
Reform  Synagogue,  Jacksons  Row.  A  Director
of a  computer  compar[y,  he  is  married to  Lisa
and has two children aged 12 and 10. He denies
that  Donny  Savage  is  the pseudonym  of Rabbi
Reuven  (Bobby)  Silverman.
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GRANT HARROD

CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANTS

49a High Street
Ruislip  HA4  7BD

tel.  01895  624  321
e-mail:  harry@grantharrod.com

QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Ame in  1704
for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of England
was merged with the Ecclesiastical Commission in  1948 to

fomi the Church Commissioners.
But the street wbich proudly bears her name lives on,

vigorously. There are accountants, architects,  solicitors, and
surveyors all practising their professions, all anxious to serve
their clients and to maintain the high standards which have

come to be associated with this well-preserved, dignified part
of Georgian London. We have practised here since  1951,

offering clients business management, investment guidance
and specialised tax advice, in addition to the more

conventional accounting and auditing services.
As the years go by the scope of our work widens, and
the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting
the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:

but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEIIVIS GOLDEN & CO
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND  REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9HL
Telephone:  020 7580 7313  Fax:  020 7580 2179

Email:  fca@1ewis-golden.co.uk

NEIL  BENSON  OBE  FCA   ANDREW  MOSS  FCA   DAVID  EDWARDS  ACA

GRAHAM  K]NCH   STUART WEBBER  ACA  ATII   KEITH  MITCHELL  ACCA

ALEX PARKER ACA  AMCT
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]ACKMAN .
SILVERMAN

COMMERCIAL  PROPERTY  CONSULTANTS

020 7209 5532

Email:  robert@jackmansilverman.co.uk

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
Europe's premier centre for
Progressi.ve Jewish leaning

RABBINIC  COURSE
A five-year  programme  leading  to                  LEO ;#`H_K'cOuEGE
Rabbinic Ordination

HEBREW  8:  JEWISH  STUDIES
MA  (full  and  part-time studies available)
Diploma in Jewish Studies  (three years part-time)
Certificate in Jewish Studies  (one or two years)
Occasional students welcome /p/ease ca///

EDUCATION
MA in Jewish  Education  (part-time)
Advanced  Diploma in  Professional Development:
Jewish  Education  (part-time)
Foundation Course for Religion School Teachers
(part-time)
Specialist Educational Consultancy work for synagogues
(early years,  adult and intergenerational educati.on)

JEWISH  LIFELONG  LEARNING
Tailor-made courses,  resources and workshops for Adult
Education;  Summer Institute;  Public  Lecture
Series.,  Shiurim., On\`ne D'var Torah

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
80  East  End  Road,  Finchley N3  2SY
T:  020 8349  5600   F:  020 8349  5619
E:  info@lbc.ac.uk   W:  www.Ibc.ac.uk

Principal:  Rabbi  Professor Marc Saperstein
Vlce Principal:  Rabbi  Dr Michael Shire
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The Editor has shared dialogue projects with Canon Alan Race fior
nearly a quarter of a century. Dr Race's book `Christianity and

Religious Pluralism' was a very important, pioneering work.
Nothing has ever brought tension to the relationship. Except that, in

recent years, Dr Race has condnued to toe the Editor with the prevalence
Of Jews within the American Neocouservative movement which has had
such an affect on American foreign poliny during the Bush Presidency.

So when a new book on the role of Jews amongst the neocons,
written by a Jew, appeared it seemed obvious to invite Alan Race

to review it and tax the readers Of MANNA as he has taxed the Editor!
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THE NEOCONSERyATIVE
REVOLUTION:  JEVISH

INTELLECTUALS AND THE
SHAPING OF PUBLIC POLICY

by Munay Friedman
Cambridge University Press, 2005,

ISBN:  13  978-0-521-83656-2,

pp303, hb, $33

HOW TO
TRY YOUR FRIENDS

BIG TIME

Alan Race

THE  JOURNEY  FROM  LEFT
to  right  in modem  democratic
politics  bas  been  recounted

often. It is usually portrayed as a shift
from youthful idealism to adult realism,
from the dream of egalitarian justice to
the  wakefulness  of having to  deal  in
human  imperfections.  But more  is  at
stake than that  in Murray Friedman's
book,TheNeoconservativeRevolution.
Most  of  its  architects  started  out
originally as committed Democrats and
in the famous words of the recognised
founding father, Irving Kristol, neocons

were  `liberals  that  got  mugged  by
reality'. Neoconservatism, therefore, is
an ideology of its own hue and should
not   be   identified   with   what   is
traditionally  understood as American
Republicanism,  though neocons have
not been  slow  to  lure  Republicans  in
tbeir direction.

In  this  book,  neocon philosophy  is
portrayed as an ideology certain of its
own  destiny,  embodying  a  view  of
history  which  reflects  not  only  self-
assurance but also almost providential
proportions   in   its   self-possessed
rightness.  Perhaps  all  ideologies  are
like this. Such lack of humility or self-
criticism about convictions may inspire
admiration   at   one   level,   but   its
downside  is  a  tendency  towards  the
arrogant   dismissal   of  democratic
accountability when it suits, as we have
seen under George W's watch.  So,  in
the  words   of  one  Jewish  liberal-
professor-turned-neocon,      Martin
Peretz, the realisation dawned for him
somewhere  in  the  1970s  of `the  idea
that      American      power      when
successfully deployed is the best thing
in the world and not the worst'. In the
light of the geo-politics of the opening
years of the twenty-first century many
would beg to differ. Is it true that the
American  dream,  tuned  outwards  in
this triumphalist neocon guise, is what
the world really needs?

There is, then, a very American self-
assured      ethos      governing      7Tfee
NeoconservativeRevolution.Buttk:kyere
is  also  a  conundnm  attached  to  it.
Many,  including  this  reviewer,  have
wondered    why    the    intellectual
leadership  behind  neocon philosophy
is  so  heavily  populated  with  Jewish
names. Is there something in either the
Jewish  psyche  or  Jewish  religious
architecture  which  explains  it?  There
seems  nothing  immediately  obvious,
at  least  from  Friedman's  account.
Many  of the  founding  fathers  of the
neocon  movement were  lukewann  in
their     religious      observance      or
affiliation,       beyond       a       basic
identification with the Jewish people.
And Friedman acknowledges that even
now,     when    Jewish    intellectual
involvement in the wielding of neocon
power has become clear, not all Jewish
voters have seen fit to follow, though
he `would like to think that the wind of
change blows in their direction.

But if the central question stirred by
the title of this book remains opaque,
there are nevertheless trajectories that
can be traced in the telling of the story,
reasons   adduced  and  personalities
exhibited, which give us some handle
or\ it. The Neoconservative Revolution
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is not only an historical account of the
rise of an ideology, it also miITors the
author's  personal  journey.  Therefore
the interweaving of `history out there'
and  one  man's  roundabout  political
turn  provides   a  narrative  rich   in
reminiscences,  heroes,  ideas  in  the
making and the fast-moving events of
social  change,  and  which  draws  the
reader   along   without   pause   for
boredom. The author himself grew up
in a leftist working-class envirorment
in  New  York  City,  attended  a  local
college,  ended  up  as  a  Professor  of
History  at  a  substantial  university
(Temple University, Philadelphia), and
cast the apron strings of his upbringing
aside as he served in various capacities
for Republican  causes,  some  of them
senior.  There  is  a  laudable  self-help
flavour     to     this     biography     of
achievement,  and this  is  often said to
be  intrinsic to  Jewish  identity  as well
as  to  the  American  dream.  But  self-
help  cannot be the whole explanation
behind     Jewish     involvement     in
American neocon flourishing.

Friedman's well-documented tale is
not  a  history  of ideas  detached  from
personalities.   What,  however,  have
been the dominant influences at work
in  the  rise  of neoconservative  ideas?
The author posits two essential phases
of neocon  ascendancy  over 50  years,
with  9/11  as  the  fulcrum.  Origins  are
associated  with  personalities  such  as
the German Jewish refugee philosopher
Leo  Strauss,  Irving  Kristol  (once  a
Trotskyite),   Gertrude  Himmelfarb
(Kristol 's wife) and Norman Podhoretz,
whilst,  following  the  9/11  attacks  on
American   symbols   of  power,  the
names  with which we might be more
familiar  -  Paul  Wolfowitz,  Richard
Perle  and  William  Kristol  (Irving's
son) - come to the fore.

In the first phase, it was a combina-
tion     of    factors     which     helped
neoconservatism to grow:  strong anti-
pathy towards Communism, mounting
horror at the  `liberal chaos'  of 1960s'
perceived failures at home and abroad
(Vietnam), belief that free-market eco-
nomics    defined    the    essence    of
capitalism,  and  a  very  un-Jewish  ha-
tred  of social  welfare.  Regarding  the
latter, for example, Irving Kristol said
that  it  `demonstrated  corruption  of
body  and soul'  in those who received
it.  To  those  outside  of the  charmed
circle,  of course,  it  is  far  from  clear
that  solutions  to  the  problems  of the
last half of the twentieth century nec-
essarily  lie  in  the  neocon  direction.
And to say to the poorest of a country
that welfare corrupts their very person
surely beggars belief.
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In  its  second phase,  it was the pro-
active   desire  to   spread  democratic
values   US-style   across   the   globe,
coupled with the `war on terror', which
came    to     dominate    the    neocon
movement.   We   should   be   clear,
however, that the role of 9/11 has been

The American
drean Of self help
freedom has some
resonance with the
Jewish dream Of

survival in a hostile
world. 9/11 lefit the

American people
asJing `why do
they hate us so

much? ' and this
too has been a

Jewish question
down the ages.

that of a trigger in this regard,  as the
foundations  for an  aggressive  foreign
policy   were   laid   in   earlier   years,
particularly   in   William   Kristol's`Project for a New American Century'

(1997), which argued for the proactive
export of `peace and freedom'  around
the  world,  backed  up  by  a  massive
increase  in  military  expenditure.  The
same  is  true  of his  passing  reference
that  Kristol  was  a  student  of Samuel
Huntington,      whose      `clash      of
civilisations'   theory  has  alarmed  so
many for its  sloppy analysis  and  self-
fulfilling   pretensions.   It   is   small
wonder   that   the   literary-political
commentator,  Terry  Eagleton,   in  a
review  of  a  recent  American  novel,
complained  that  `a bunch  of fanatical
intellectual  thugs'  have  occupied  the
White  House  and  taken  American

idealism to an all time low.
The  American  dream  of  self-help

freedom has  some resonance with the
Jewish  dream  of survival  in  a hostile
world.  9/11  left  the  American  people
asking `why do they hate us so much?'
and this too has been a Jewish question
down    the    ages.    So    can    shared
victimhood  be  cured  by  tuning  the
American  dream  outwards  in  such
hard-line fashion as neocon power has
done?     And    what    will     be    the
implications for the State of Israel? In
many  respects,   Israel  receives   less
attention than it probably should do in
any treatment of the history of neocon
philosophy and influence. The wars of'67  and   '73  are  mentioned  only  in

passing, as though they had little to do
with  neocon  concerns  during  those
turbulent decades.  But defence  of the
state  of  Israel  has  always  been  an
intrinsic  part of neocon priorities  and
many consider that this is what largely
defines,  controversially,  the  Jewish
motivation  within  neocon  intellectual
history.  Curiously,  however,  Israel  is
mentioned  most  often  in  Friedman's
chapter   dealing   with   the   funda-
mentalist  Christian  Right's   support
for  Israel,   itself  a  definite  mixed
blessing  given  the  Christian  Right's
motivations.   But  the   larger  mixed
blessing   is   Israel's   cheek-by-jowl
alignment with neocon foreign policy.
It  could well be  that America  is  both
Israel's   saviour  and  the  millstone
around  its  neck,  given  the  general
opprobrium  in  which  neocon  foreign
policy  is  held  by  much  of the  world,
and,   it   must   be   said,   by   many
Americans.

If  the   original   shapers   of  Neo-
conservatism   were   not  especially
religious  in  any  personal  experiential
sense then this  is not true of the  sons
and  daughters.  As  Friedman  remarks:
`...  a  number  of the  younger  genera-

tion  neocons are - or have become -
traditional   or  even   orthodox  Jews.
They seek a spiritual dimension in their
lives.'  Seeking a spiritual dimension is
to  be  celebrated  of course.  But,  when
applied extemally, will it acquiesce in
the  status  quo  of neocon  assumptions
about  the  world  or  might  it  lean  to
absorb the prophetic critique of power
with greater Jewish enthusiasm than so
far has been the case? At stake here are
not  only  the  futures  of  America  or
Israel, but the soul of Judaism itself .

CANON   DR  ALAN  RACE   i.s  Dz./.ecro/.  o/
Postgraduate  Studies  at  St`  Philip's  Centre fior
Study  and  Engagement  in  a  Multifaith  World
and  chairs   the  Leicester  Family  Of  Abraham
Dialogue GI.oup. He has written on the theology

Of dialogue for many years.
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Garri Urban  `mugshot'  December  1939

NOT DEAD
BUT STILL  IN  DENIAL

Stuart Urban

Y FATHER GARRI WAS A
survivor - not a victim - of
both   the   Holocaust   and

Gulag. Born in Eastern Europe in 1916,
he  overcame  adversity  through  a
mixture  of charm,  aggression,  and
chutzpah. His 1980 memoir took its title
from  when  he  was  shot  during  his
attempt to swim across an icy river from
Soviet territory to Romania. He told the
snipers   who   stooped   to   lift   his
apparently lifeless body; "No, Zoi/c7rz.scfe

(comrade),  I'm  not  dead"  before
striking their officer.
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In  1992  I  followed  my  father  into
the  former  Soviet  Union  just  after
Communism  disintegrated.  The  video
diaries that I made over a fourteen year
quest into Garri's KGB records and the
fate  of our  family  in  the  Holocaust,
plus  extensive home  movies  from the
1950s  onwards,  form  the  core  of my
film.

The revelations and surprises began
almost at once, when my father found
out    he    was    still    listed    as    an
"international spy" on the wanted list!

Eventually he tracked down his KGB

file.  But  the  KGB  keep  back  details
about  Garri   which,   they  tell  me,
"would make my hair stand on end" if

only I knew this about my father . . .
After  my  father  died,  in  2004,  I

continued the process  of analysis  and
investigation.  The  fllm  is  part  of the
new growing sub-geure of first-person
films about families. Many of these are
by Jewish film-makers, of course!

The UK Jewish Film Festival 2007
My first entry is a non-entry. My film
is rejected.

In  a  festival  that  might  strive  to
present  films  made  by  British  Jews
about  Jewish  subjects,  the  film  is
passed  over  in  favour  of other  films
which are of questionable relevance to
the  festival's  title  and  home.  For
example,  a  fine  documentary  by  an
Austrian  film-maker  about  his  Nazi
grand-mother  nevertheless  contains
just one brief mention of the fate of a
Jewish  shop-keeper  whose  premises
her family  seized.  How is this  film  a
Jewisb film?

There might, perhaps, be a degree of
Holocaust-fatigue  in  Jewish  cinema
programming, but bow many of these
films'  subjects also escaped the Gulag
and the KGB on several occasions? Or
is  it  because  Tovarisch...  is  a  frank
portrait of a deeply mysterious survivor
who    does    not    conform    to    the
conventional image of a Jewish hero?
Some other Jewish festivals are to turn
us  down and the  only bad review we
later  get  in  the  British  press  is  by
someone with a Jewish name.

My fllm is as much about the psyche
of a supreme survivor as it is about a
specific    cataclysm    such    as    the
Holocaust or Gulag.

Biografilm Festival, Bologna, Italy.
June 2007
Although Biografilm is a newish event
on the festival calendar, it has given the
Italian or European premieres to films
by  good  directors  such  as  Werner
Herzog's, and also to Rex Bloomstein's
KZ  (about Mauthausen concentration
camp). Quite a few titles deal with the
Holocaust or Italy's fascist past. There
were 350 features entered.

The pangs of doubt that I have about
whether the film will actually appeal to
anyone  prove  short-lived.  The  film
takes the top prize.

The  Lancia  Award  is  given  to  the
director of the film which, in the view
of  the   festival,   marks   the   most
outstanding    achievement   in   this
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festival dedicated to celebrating human
lives.

There  is  something  very  emotional

about  receiving  an  award  for  such  a
personal  topic,  especially  given  the
paradox  that  I  could  not  really  finish

Biogrofilm Poster

Biograf illm Awards  Ceremony
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the film in the way I wanted while my
father was alive, and therefore he could
not be around to see this happen. I did
feel  that  he  was  watching  the  award
ceremony though, from somewhere.

Raindance Film Festival (Best
Documentary  Nomination)
The  UK Premiere  of the  film,  on  lst
October 2007,  was  a packed  event  at
the Trocadero,  presented,  courtesy  of
Raindance, in High Definition. Britain's
largest indie film event is run on low-
budget    ethos    and    high    octane
enthusiasm for cinema.

Good  reviews  of the  film  begin  to
appear  in  cinema  and  film  industry
publications.  Soon  follows  invaluable
support  from  the  Jewish  Chronicle,
which  labels  it  a  film  "not  to  miss",
and  other  organisations  such  as  The
Spiro Institute, London Jewish Cultural
Centre,  and  the  Holocaust  Education
Trust.

Warsaw International Jewish Film
Festival November 2007
Did  you  hear the  one  about  the  East
European  capital  with  scarcely  any
Jews,   but   two   rival   Jewish   film
festivals? That would be Warsaw.

Both invited my film on an exclusive
basis,  offering  travel,  hospitality  for
me and a guest etc.

By the time my wife and I arrive at
what was the A festival, it has been all
but  crushed  by  budget  cuts  forced
through  litigation with the 8  Festival.
The  former 8  festival  seems  to  have
walked off with the state funding. Our
host event now seems to be diving to Z
status as our "hotel  invitation" reverts
to  a  futon  bed  on  the  floor  of a  flat
belonging to the harassed fest director' s
girlfriend,  in the outskirts  of Warsaw.
The festival cannot even afford to ship
35mm prints, with the result that films
are shown in awful quality off DVD. I
feel very sorry for them. And for us: Z-
land for a week, with vouchers just for
a  sandwich  and  a  coffee  a  day.  It's
grim  out  East.   Leaving  the  closing
night  dinner  to  which  we  were  all
specifically  invited,  we  are  all  asked
to pay our (hefty) share.

But  as  the  first winter snow  comes
down  during  a  tour  of the  Warsaw
Ghetto      and      Jewish      cemetery,
something  magic  begins  to  happen.  I
realise that our amazing guide, Tomasz
Kuberczyk,  fielding  calls  in  Hebrew
on    his    mobile,    is    the    glowing
embodiment  of a  small  but  growing
band  of  Polish  people  who  are  not
Jewish  but  who  are  helping  to  keep
alive  the  flame  of Jewish  culture  all
but   extinguished   by   Nazism   and

continued on next page
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Warsaw Film Festival November 2007

Our amazing guide, Tlomasz Kuberczyk,
fielding calls in Hebrew on his mobile, is

the glowing embodi,mehi Of a small but
growing band Of Poitsh people who are
not Jewish but who are helping to keep
alive the foame Of Jewish culture all but

extinguished by Nazism and Coryununism.

Stuart Urban with Topol
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Stuart Urban and Yehuda Efroni at
Tel Aviv Cinematheque

Actors TJopol and
Yehnda Ef rohi help
celebrate the film at
the Cinematheque
with great pzazz,
as they both keow
my father. I;opol

lights the candles
and sings Maoz

Tsur in his fe[mous
voice, then making

a speech before
the film.

It turns out to be one of the best and
most  rewarding  weeks  I  can  ever
remember, including a couple of days
off at  the  Dead  Sea  and  a  standing
room only showing  of the  film at the
Tel-Aviv  Cinematheque  attended  by
450 people.  What matters most to me
is that my uncle Menachem is with us,
81   and  still  playing  tennis,  60  years
afterbeinggravelywoundeddefending
a   besieged   enclave   in   Jerusalem.
Within the film itself he and my father
recount their incredible story of being
separated   for   25   years   and   then
reunited  in  Israel,  each  of them  until
then  believing  that  he  was  the  only
survivor  of the  Shoah  in  the  whole
family. This reunion took place in 1964
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and  forms  the  emotional  core  of the
film.

Actors  Topol  and  Yehuda  Efroni
help    celebrate    the    film    at    the
Cinematheque  with  great  pzazz,  as
they both knew my father. Topol lights
the candles and sings Maoz Tsur in his
famous  voice,  then  making  a  speech
before the film. My cousin Chasia also
gives  invaluable  support  in  assuring
this amazing turnout and catering.

What  makes  touring  with  this  film
so  special  is  the  following  event:  an
elderly but sprightly man comes out of
the  crowd.  Zvi Halpem,  an  artist and
veteran kibbutznik,  explains  that  as  a
boy he escaped on the last day of the
liquidation  of the  ghetto  in  the  town
that  he  and  my  father  came  from,
Stanislawow (now Ivanov-Frankovsk).
Joining the  partisans,  he  survived the
war, and just like my uncle Menachem
from  the  same  town,  got to  Palestine
and joined the Palmach.

Punto de Vista Documentary
Festival, Pamplona, Spain
Although  Pamplona  is  slightly  better
known  for  its  running  bulls  than  its
cutting edge new documentary festival,
I call upon everyone who loves animals
to  flock to the  city for the  film event
and  thereby  save  the  lives  of those
frightened  beasts  who  are  sacrificed
each  summer  (and  the  odd  drunken
tourist whom they gore now and then).
Hopefully we can make the Pamplona
film run the hot ticket event.

Dana  and  I  had  a  lovely  sojourn
during this impeccably-managed event
in  the  old  city.  I  was  touched,  and
should  not  have  been  suxprised  as  a
historian, by the fact that Spanish and

Basque people take to the film because
they  know  all  too  well  the  horrible
legacy  of totalitarian terror in the  last
century in their civil war and Franco's
repression. I guess this is why the film
won the Audience Award (Premio del
Publico).

This  town  has  almost  no  Jewish
population,   but  in  another  moving
moment,   two   middle-aged   Jewish
brothers  come  over  after  the  show.
Their father only survived the war by
an   irony   -   a   volunteer   for   the
Republican forces from France, he was
incarcerated in a Spanish prison camp,
thus surviving the war. Franco did not
send Jews back to the Nazis, unlike the
occupied French.

Only  by   making   this   film   and
travelling with  it have  I been brought
face to face with this and other living
examples  of the  human history  that I
am  trying  to  capture  and  preserve  in
this  15 year labour of love.

Vista

The Grierson Awards. Shortlist
announced, August 2008
To cap an exciting year of festival tours
and  prizes  and  a  UK  cinema  release
with  good  reviews  (and  several  rave
reviews), we find ourselves in the final
8    for   the   UK's    main   prize    in
documentary   cinema,   competing
against three Oscar winners/nominees.

TOVARISCH, I AM NOT DEAD is
released  this  autumn  on  DVD.   See
www.tovarisch.net .

A  //in-mc}4e;.  sz.7zce  /982,   STUART  URBAN
has  made  highly  regarded,  award  winning
popular  TV  di.ama  and  movies  including  Oul.
Friends ln The North, winning him two BAFTAs
and  other  awards.  His  mother  is  a well-known
member Of Wimbledon & Dist}.ict  Synagogue.
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BARRY HYMAN  TALKS  TO

JACQUELINE  TABICK
BRITAIN'S  FIRST WOMAN  RABBI

Q..What is your recall  Of fcanily  as  a
child  -parents,  grandparents,
siblings?

A: I remember being very happy as  a
child,  tbe  `baby'  of the  family,
though I have no memories before
the age of eight when my father died.
He  had  MS  and  had  been  in  a
wheelchair since before I was born,
in and out of hospital throughout the
first  eight  years  of my  life.  In  his
youth  he  had  played  the  piano,
totally self-taught, in various dance
bands and it is great seeing that gene
emerge    in    almost   all    of   his
grandchildren.  Luckily, my mother
was  an amazing woman who  kept
the   family   together,   working,
cooking, giving us enormous dollops
of love and support. We never had a
great deal of money, but I think that
just made us all appreciate what we
did have a lot more. Mummy was a
very  spiritual  woman  with  an
abiding  belief in  God  and  a  deep
sense  of responsibility  to  God's
creation. She hated cats, but always
fed the stray ones that turned up at
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our door! To the sick and vulnerable
she was generous with her time and
money, teaching immigrant women
to  speak English,  deaf children  to
read,  taking  food  to  the  sick  and
giving  us  examples  of numerous
other  a,c;+s  of g'millut  chasadim.  I
only  remember  one  grandmother
who  lived near us  for the last few
years till  she died when I was ten.
She was a great cook and seamstress
with a wicked sense of humour and
a  good  twinkle  in  her  eye.  I  was
always  close  to  my  siblings,  who
were quite a bit older than me. My
brother, the oldest, would take care
of me.  He  once  even  took me  out
for  the  day  with  one  of his  girl
friends   and   when   he   was   at
Cambridge,  he  forgot I  was  once
visiting and had to smuggle me out
of his room after curfew. My sister
and I shared a room and secrets for
many years,  making us  a compact
and supportive family unit.

Q.. You're a Dubliner. Did your family
emanate  from  there  or  further
c,field?

A: My mum arrived in Dublin when she
was fourteen. She had been born in
London.  My  dad  went to  Dublin
after they  got married.  He hailed
from Manchester. The young Jews
of Dublin,  Belfast, Liverpool  and
Manchester  socialised  a lot.  The
trains and the ferries were very busy.
In fact, my mum and dad met on a
slow train taking them from London
to  Liverpool  for  a wedding.  My
mum's  family remained in Dublin
through the  war.  Her siblings  and
mother left for Mexico a few years
before I was born. When I was four,
as  life  was  becoming increasingly
difficult for my mum trying to cope
with  a  sick  husband  and  three
children, we left Dublin to live near
my father's family in Manchester.
Butwhenmymum'sfamilyretumed
to  London, we came down when I
was seven to join them.

Q..Was   there   much   Of  a   Jewish
coriununity in Dublin and was your
family invoived?

A: There has been a fairly small Jewish
community  in  Dublin for  a  long
time.  We  were  members  of the
orthodox  synagogue  but  events
happened that led us eventually to
join  South  West  Essex  Reform
Synagogue  (SWERS)  when  we
settled in Ilford. As I have said, my
father was in a wheelchair and when
it came to my brother's Bar Mitzvah,
the Dublin community, under Rabbi
Jakobovitz, would not allow him to
attend s¢"/  on the  Shabbat as  he
would have had to come in a. car and
thenbepushedinhischair.Also,just
before  we  left,  my mum met the
rabbi's wife in the kosher butcher's
shop.  She  said,  `1  hear you  have
someone sick in your house, maybe
my  husband  should visit?'  Rabbi
Kokotek of the Liberal synagogue
in London had already been visiting
weekly  for years  (in return for a
home  cooked meal...he wasn't yet
married)  so  my mum was furious,
and  when  opportunity  arose,  we
joined a Reform synagogue.

Q.. What was your secular education
bef ore the rabbinate?

A: I went to London University to read
history  and  specialised  in  the
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Rabbi Louts Jacobs taught us I;alnd,.
VIonderful teacher that he was, he was really proud

Of the f;act that I was once, and once only, able to prove
his line Of reasoning was incorrect.

Medieval era., 1066 andAll That and
the life and rules of the early Church.
I  then  went  off to  Manchester  to
complete  a PGCE in Junior school
education.  For one  of my teaching
practices, I was assigned to a village
school way out on the moors. I don't
think  they  had  ever  seen  a  Jew
before.  The  head teacher took  full
advantage  of the  opportunity  and
Rabbi Jeffrey Newman  and  I took
the  synagogue  out to  them  for an
extended  assembly  one  moming.  I
remember I then spent the rest of the
week writing their names in Hebrew
on Christmas decorations!

Q..What brought you  to  train for the
rabbinate?

A: I  was  very  involved  at  SWERS,
teaching,  acting  as  lay  reader,
leading the Brownies and singing in
the choir. I was also involved in the
World   Union   for   Progressive
Judaism Youth Section - WUPJYS
for short.  It was  a very productive
time at WUPJYS and so I was just
one of a line of interested members
whoendedupatLeoBaeckCollege.
Others  included  Rabbis  Magonet,
Eimer and Heilbron. I really wanted
to  learn  more  about  Judaism,  I
reckoned  that  there  were  many
people who  could teach  the three`Rs'  but not many who wanted to

teach  Religion.  It was  also just  so
varied a career, and I always wanted
to    be    in    one    of   the    caring
professions.  I  had  also  had  such
inspiring  teachers  in  Rabbi  Miller
and  Rabbi  Marmur,  teachers  who
had inspired Rabbi Bayfield before
me. [Only just!  Ed]

Q: Who were your fellow students and
who taught you?

A: I really enjoyed my time at the Col-
1ege. We were privileged to still be
taught by those who had been teach-
ers at the Hochshule in Berlin. Ellen
Littman was our first Bible teacher.
I never did manage to persuade her
that I didn't know any German. But
she  made  me  love  learning  and
teaching Tanach. We were one of the
last classes to be taught philosophy
byRabbilgnazMaybaum.Hewould
read out extracts for his latest book
and then revise what he had written
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depending  on  our  discussions.  His
wife  would  make  sure  we  were
never  tempted  to  skip  a  class  by
welcoming us at his Edgware home
with  home-cooked Viennese  cakes
and wonderful coffee.  Rabbi  Louis
Jacobs  taught us  Talmud.  Wonder-
ful  teacher  that  he  was,  he  was
really proud  of the  fact that I  was
once,  and once only,  able to prove
his line of reasoning was incorrect.
Rabbi John Rayner introduced us to
Codes  and  astounded  us  with  his
comprehensive filing system. In the
days before computers, he could still
find every paper,  every sermon he
had  written  arranged  by  subject
matter.  Rabbi Albert  Friedlander
taught  us  philosophy  and  herme-
neutics. He would peer into the class
(he was very short-sighted) and ask,`Is this my class? What am I teach-

ing?'  and then go on to provide us
with a closely argued lecture for the
next hour. Just amazing. Rabbi Hugo
Gryn took us for practical rabbinics,
really  useful  skills  learned  from  a
master,  and  Rabbi  Lionel  Blue
taught  us  prayer,  spirituality  and
about other religious traditions. We
were truly privileged to learn from
such  great  teachers.  Of course  in
those days the College was housed
in  West  London  Synagogue.  The
annexe which we inhabited had won
an architectural  award for the  out-
side, but inside, in the summer you
eitherheardthelecturerorbreathed;
you could not do both!

Q.. Who else did you graduate with?
A: Most  of my  time  at  the  College,

our  class  consisted  of  Charles
Wallach, Myer Benjamin and Cliff
Cohen.  In  our  final  year we  were
joined by Steven Katz and Geoffrey
Goldberg.

Q.. I believe a certain other, male, non-
British   rabbi   became   a   close
acquaintance at this time!

A: Yes, Lany became a student when I
was in my second year. He heard that
there  was  a  woman  student,  but
thought I was a myth as I spent most
of the  first  two  terms  ill  with
tonsillitis,havingthetonsilsremoved
and then recovering  from  surgery.
But once I came back I renewed my

regular  invites  to  all  the  single
students to share the odd meal (and
most of them were very odd as for a
while I only had one. gas bumer on
which to cook). After a while, Larry
and I realised that he was becoming
the most frequent visitor. And so we
became engaged and then married a
few months  later on Lag Ba'omer,
1975.

Q.. You now have three children. Ages?
Names?  Interests?  Any  potential
rabbis?

A: We are blessed by our three children,
Mikki  is  our  oldest.   She  is  an
absolute master at a variety of arts
and  crafts.  In  particular,  she  is  a
wonder  at   making   quilts.   She
designed and made for Jeremy, our
youngest, a /cz//I./ bearing an amazing
scene  of Jerusalem  for  his  Bar
Mitzvah.  At  the  four  corners  she
created some lions and the /zz./zz./ are
their   tails.    Roni   is    living   in
Manchester for the moment and will
begin    teaching    religion    and
philosophy at Manchester Grammar
intheautumn.Butthereallyexciting
news is that he is about to marry a
lovely  young  lady  called  Shoshi.
They were in the  same  class  at the
JFS   and  have   been  going   out
together since they were fifteen. The
two  hope  fairly  soon  to  go  to
Jerusalem to  study  for a year and
then to New York where Roni hopes
to  enter  the  Jewish  Theological
Seminary to study to become a rabbi.
Jeremy, our youngest, is just about
to  sit his A levels  and he hopes to
go to Manchester to  study physics
(and  at  least  for  the  next  year,
continue playing Warhammer and a
complicated  Star Wars  card  game
with his brother.)

Q..Are  you   able   to   discuss   non-
rabbinical things over dimer?

A: It is actually good to be able to talk
thingsoverwithLany;ithelpskeep
things in perspective. And commu-
nity  and  Jewish  learning  plays  a
huge  role  in the  life  of our entire
family after all, isn't that the whole
of life (together with food, wedding
plans, holidays, music and of course,
Dr Who)?

continued on next page
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One still finds that if three men are called to
the I;orah, that is froe, if it is three women, then there

are murm;uns Of discontent with suggestions
that the men are being ignored.

Q.. Did you go straight to West London
Synagogue or serve elsewhere first?

A: Unless  you  call  my  very  active
participation  in  SWERS  `serving'
anywhere  else,  I joined WLS  as  a
first year rabbinic student and stayed
there  till  1998.  For  the  first  few
years,  as I was not allowed to take
services  at  West  London,  I  took
some  services  elsewbere.  My  first
High Holiday services I took at the
West Central Liberal Synagogue.

Q:Everyone who  knew  Hugo  has  a
memoryofhim.Youworkedwithhin
for years.  Can you  sum up your
feelings f;or him?

A: Working with Hugo was an amazing
privilege. It was as if I had my own
personal  practical  rabbinics  tutor
available  at  all  times  to  help  and
advise,  especially  in  those  early
years.  I  know  that  some  of the
phrases that trip off my tongue come
from him.  But he  also  allowed me
to do my own thing and trusted me
just  to  get  on  with  things.  My
children    regarded    him    as    a
grandfather figure; he was incredibly
important in their lives.

Q..You  moved  to  North West  Surrey
Synagogue  in  1998.  VIas  it  a  big
change?

A: It was an enormous and a positive
change.    Working    in    a    small
community  where  you  can  get to
know  virtually  everybody  is just
great.  There  is tbe small matter of
suddenly having virtually no admin
or housekeeping staff to back you,
and   no    choir   except    on   big
occasions, but that is far outweighed
by the fact that the same people who
are  running  the  congregation's
education,  social  and  religious
policies  are  also  partaking  of the
results of those policies, present at
services, coming to events, attending
adult education and lectures, baking
the cakes and moving the chairs. The
other   huge   difference   is   that
Weybridge is out of the Jewish areas
of London. Most of our children are
the  only  Jewish  pupils  at  their
schools, they meet no Jewish friends
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except through the synagogue. This
places an extra responsibility upon
us  to  make  sure  that  connections
with  the  wider  Jewish  world  are
made  and encouraged and that we
provide an even greater vibrancy at
the  synagogue  and  quality  and
variety of events than our size would
normally suggest as being possible.

People ask about the commuting
problem,  but actually,  though  the
distance is far greater, the time taken
over travel and the need to stay put
for the entire day and evening once
I have arrived at Weybridge, is the
same  as  it  was  working  at  West
London. The only difference is that
it still  takes  almost  an  hour to  get
home late at night whereas  it used
to take just twenty minutes to drive
home  after West  London  evening
meetings.

Q; Have  attitudes  to women  changed
markedly  in  our  Movement  and
beyond?

A: Well,  it is true that I  am no  longer
considered  an  oddity,  people  are
used to the fact that women rabbis
exist.  And  the  participation  of
women  in  leadership  roles  and  in
services  and  rituals  has  now  been
accepted  in  virtually  all  our  syna-
gogues  and  girls  are  generally
equally welcome  to  celebrate their
Bat Mitzvah as the boys are their Bar
Mitzvah.  But, one still finds that if
three men  are  called to  the Torah,
that is fine, if it is three women, then
there are mumiurs of discontent with
suggestions that the men are being
ignored. If the top table at an AGM
is predominantly men, fine. Predomi-
nantly women, a problem. I am told
that this will no longer happen when
the present generation of young peo-
plc mature into leadership roles and
I look forward to that time.

Q.. You are very  involved in interfeith
activities?  How important is this to
you?

A: I  was  introduced  to  lnter faith
activities  as  a  teenager  by  Rabbi
Marmur, when he was my rabbi. And
this was reinforced by working with

Rabbi  Gryn.  As  time R-ezife  on,  I
became convinced that neTerhas the
world been more in need ®f a Tvider
understanding  of spirithalEt}'. As a
rabbi, I believe strongl}-. thai there
is only one God, and I an sHHe that
Judaism presents us Jen-s with a
valid,  challenging and fulfilling
way to explore our relafionalip with
that  God,  but I also zifkeT5L-ledge
that   God   is   far   be`~ofld   our
understanding, with Erang` different
aspects. So I also firmls-beliE`-e that
many   equally  Valid  paths  are
required to  suit the- di``elsit}- that
graces this earth. And fizH i]-a must
make bonds of friendsLi.D based on
knowledge  and  understanding,
seeing  within each indiTidrial the
same    Divine   imag:a   -rdat   i`7e
ourselvesenjoy,caringforifee-iL-orld
that  God  created, eelefroring the
differences   betT`-een   difi-erent
religions, investigating the ngrical
heart that lies at the eenne ofall our
faiths  while  at the sane time,
leaning about our orrm indf`idual
religious paths and exploring our
own ways to find Get in our lit-es.
Whichiswhy1amIREiL'Cifeofthe
World Congress of Faiin:s and also
on the executive of ifee lmErFaith
Network.

Q..Any  ambitions  Of a penontzl or
rabbinical nature?

A: One day soong I worlRE foTe to find
the  time  and eneFg}- ire finish my
thesisonwhathasEqpEniE]daethose
who   chose  to  become  Jewish
through the Reform rm`-emrm± over
the past fifty years, and enlD= -ihat is
outoftheway,Iwanian=caenirith
finishing making the cells- house
that I began around atFenq'iight
years  ago. Though cf cotllse my
overriding ambifron as a IEilr is that
my  actions  in  this  iTorld  will
somehow help in horr=`-a sznall a
way it might be3 to ELg ahB]H± the
messianic era of peTcce azld social
justice for all n

BARRY HYItlANT is  P`|ee £P=.a{=1i=rr 6`T`L9Lfizz7eff
&  Bushey  Roform  ST;TzctgI3g\=  cad .tin:2T  PR
Consultc[nt to RSGB.
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Marth Slowe
CIIARTERED SURVEYORS

Star House  104/108 Grafton Road
London NW5 4BA

Tel:  (020) 7284 9420
Fax:  (020) 7482 4116

Email :  mslowe@martinslowe. com

¢iisitl=5
COMRERCIAL PROPERTY

nENAGERs

A.  POORTMAN
(LONDON) LTD

83-85 Mansell Street
London  .  E1  8AN

Telephone:  020 7264  5000

Fax:  020  7702  1513  & 020 7480 6513

Email:  trading@poortman.com

www.poortman.com
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Tefahot Bank-uNImB
Forallyourbankingneeds

intheUK,lsraelandaroundtheglobe,

For fu rther infot`mation please cQutact:
UNIBlondonBraiwh,`300klBroadStFeet,LondehEC2NIHQ.tifepheite,nunifer;02874480sOO

•Faxnumben0207448usl0.emaH:umb.mainenmtb.co.uk

Or visit Our website for contact details of other branches at:
tww.mizraJii-tefahot,co..tl

_     _  _J        -                     I   ----------            i__--   _  _
Established 1923 Inoorporated in Israel wth limiled liabllfty,                                                      c:=\.ja...__ _.  __
Aulhodsed and Regulated by the 3;a£CiYalus#'%'Li%hty.                             6® mzflflffl neffiHOT
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harold  st®eEffi and  ©®
Solicitors

55-57 Stamford Street, Moss]ey,  Manchester OL5 0LN

dr
Harold  Stock and  Co,  Solicitors,  offers a full  range of company and  commercial  property and  private client expertise
both in the UK and, in  Israel, through our associate offices of Segalovitch & Yuster

Company and commercial:        for uK please contact paul stock on 01457 836152 or aps@haroldstock.com

Company and commercial:        for Israel please contact Nir Yuster on 00972 9 7460386 or yuster@capitalaw.com

Private client:                                   for uK please contact Mark Ryan on 01457 835597 or mlr@haroldstock.com

Private client:                                   for Israel please contact Guy segalovitch on 00972 8 7460384 or guy@capitalaw.com

cAELDV\rELL & BRAHAhA

Chartered Accountants

5, Bream's Buildings
London,

EC4A 1 DY

Telephone: 020 7404 0600
Fax: 020 7404 0900

Email: mail@Caldwellandbraham.co.uk
Wet) site: www.caldwellandbraliam.co.uk

Audit, accountancy and taxation services
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Sir
DAVID NIO?

HE CAN'T BE SERIOUS

IN     HIS     QUESTIONABLE
evaluation  of the last 25  years  of
British Jewry; Rabbi Goldberg asks

Raymond Goldman and me to explain
why the merger talks between RSGB
and  ULPS  broke  down.  He  writes
colourfully that this should be a ` doddle
for my fecund pen'  since I have been
able  to  translate  large  sections  of the
Jewish  and  Christian  Bibles  with,
according to him, `small Latin, and less
Greek' and a rabbinic graduate's limited
skill in Hebrew' . Some rabbis who take
Rabbi  Goldberg's  remarks  seriously
might have taken offence. By the way,
Rabbi Goldberg, no part of the original
New Testament is in Latin.

Perhaps the Editor of A4;4MV4 might
give me an opportunity in the future to
explain how a man with `limited skills'
believes that his work reveals a proper
and  even  insightful  understanding  of
the biblical texts, a view supported by
Lionel  Blue,  Karen  Armstrong,  Julia
Neuberger and others.

But  to  the  matter  immediately  at
hand:   I   am   surprised   that   Rabbi
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Goldberg affects not to know why the
`talks broke down'. It was no mystery

to any one on the scene at the time. First
of all they didn't `break down'. The task
Force  of ULPS  and  RSGB  widely
representative  came  to  a  successful
conclusion.

When the agreed proposals were set
to go before the respective Councils, I
had a call from Raymond Goldman to
inform  me  that  the  proposals  would
not be put to the vote because several
large  constituents  would  secede  from
the RSGB if the proposals were agreed.
With  the  passage  of  time,  I  can't
remember  if be  actually  said this but
the  message  was  clear.  Certain  syna-
gogues did not want to associate with a
movement at the radical end of Judaism
as  this  would  lead  to  the  Masorti
becoming  the  middle  ground  which
would in turn weaken Reform's appeal
to potential members.

I  felt  that  Liberal  Judaism  should
not be put in the position of being the
un-wanted suitor; nor did I wish to put
the  Refomi  on  the  defensive.  This
could lead to  acrimony and even less
cooperation  between  the  two  move-
ments. My recommendation, therefore,
to the Hon.  Officers was that we also
not  put  it  to  the  vote  and  that  the
reasons   for  not   doing   should   be
explained to the ULPS Council.

I regretted that decision because the
consequence  was  that  synagogues
within our movement felt deprived of
their democratic right and were suspi-
cious of their leadership's sincerity in
wishing the merger to happen.

Of course, in the licht of the Refom
rejection of the outcome oflaborious and
time-consuming talks, the acceptance by
us would have made no difference, and,
indeed as I have intimated, could have
soured  relationships  between  the  two
sister  organisations  in  the  World  Pro-
gressive Jewish Movement.

If this helps to clarify an important
moment in British Jewish history, I can
at least be grateful to Rabbi Goldberg
for giving me the opportunity to do so.
I would welcome Raymond Goldman' s
recollection  of this  episode  should  it
differ from or add anything to my own I

Rabbi Dr Sidney Brichto
Pinner, Middlesex

Raymond Goldman will respond in the
7zexz z.ssc/e  [Ed.]

Sir
IIIE FAITH OF THE LITURGY

WHAT A DELIGHT!  J144IVIV4
arrived today, when I was, in
principle, fully occupied. But

I could not stop reading the.wonderful

collection of articles. So I blame you for
jobs not done.

As  a  small  contribution  to  David
Goldberg's questioning of "the arcane
concepts"  we  still  adhere  to,  may  I
suggest that the successor to Sz.cid"r fci;
Cfeczc7czsfe  deletes  items such as:

"who does justice f;or the oppressed,

who gives bread to the Jungry" to 46)
``You support the falling and heal the

sick.  You free the captive" ®p 46, 53,
98)

``we praise the  One who has  mercy

on the earth and its inhabitants" to 36)
"You  have...   delivered  us  from

tyrants...  for  ever  to  serve  you  in
freedom" to 9S)"You are the power that shields us in

every c}ge"  top  144,157) I
Monty AIfred

Surbiton, Surrey
monty.alfred@gmail.com

Sir

R
A TRANSPARENT

RENAISSANCE
E RABBI DAVID GOLDBERG'S
article  in  your  Summer  issue,
there  is  nothing  `mysterious'

about Jewish Renaissance  or where  it
gets its funding.

Jewish Renaissance was launched 7
years  ago  with  some  modest  start-up
funding  from  its  editor,  Janet  Levin,
and myself.

We  are  an  independent  non-profit
making  magazine  supported  by  an
enthusiastic  group  of  volunteers,  a
rapidly expanding subscriber base and
a  steady  stream  of advertising  all  of
which  has  produced  a  positive  cash
flow.   We are also in receipt of a small
development  grant  from  a  leading
charitable foundation.

There  is  no  hidden  agenda,  just  a
desire  to  encourage  and  intensify  the
current renaissance in Jewish culture I

Lionel Gordon
Chairman, Jewish Renaissance

Esher, Surrey

Sir

R:o::::b:f:r:ics!|#iiAarTb:::
Borts. As  an erstwhile Chairman,  and
member of the  selection committee  at
Radlett & Bushey, I am proud to have
been party to  her appointment  as  our
rabbi, making her the first woman to be
a Senior Rabbi in an RSGB synagogue.
Between us we were,  I believe, in the
vanguard of gender-sensitive language

long before it achieved real acceptance.
At  a  ritual  committee  meeting  in
the mid-80s,  Barbara  suggested  an
experimerit a.t  a.  Shalosh  Regalim
service,  by  adding  the  name  of the
matriarchs in the 477cz.c7czrfe.   Amid much
opposition,  not  least  from  women
committee members, I suggested that it
was a pretty poor show if we could not
support the rabbi in this endeavour.  We
won the day and began praying to the
God  of Abraham  and  Sarah  some
decade  ahead  of the  new  Pilgrim
Festival  prayerbook.    Barbara  also
brought the  not-yet-a-rabbi  Elli  Sarah
to our cfeec7er, where she was one of the
best teachers we ever had I

Barry Hyman
Bushey Heath, Hertfordshire

Sir

I  KEEP THAT WOLFF

FROM MY DOOR
CANNOT  LET RABBI  WOLFF
get away with his last word in the
100th  edition  of J14:4IVIV4.  He  is

obviously past his "use by date".
I know my eye sight at the moment

is extremely poor and my hearing aid
is  not  functioning,  but  I  am  positive
that there were some Israeli players at
Wimbledon this year, and they did very
well.

My  more  important  concern  is  his
statement   that    "Israelis    are   not
interested   in   Jews".   This   I   find
offensive  and  I  am  surprised,  and
please do not quote to me freedom of
whatever,   that   you   allowed   this
blatantly offensive and unsubstantiated
statement to  be  printed.  I  expect this
sort  of utterance  to  come  from  our
many enemies both home and abroad,
but from a Rabbi -no.

If  I  had  read  this  in  any  other
publication, I would be demanding an
immediate  printed  apology,  failing
which  I  would  be  reporting  it  to  the
appropriate authority.

For me, Rabbi Wolff s contribution
to  the  100th  edition  ruined  the  good
work of the previous 99 editions .

Charles Jackson
Harlow, Essex

Due to  illness,  we  are  unable to
publish  Rabbi  William  Wolff's
customary Last Word.

Wewisti:WiITlya.rrfuchshleinch
and trust that normal service
will be resumed in A44IVIV4  102.



THE STERNBERG  CENTF}E  FOF] JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOR TO JEWISH LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism,  situated at 80 East End  Poad,  Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community,  is the largest Jewish  religious,  educational and cultural centre in  Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for Peform Judaism,  Leo  Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North  London  Masorti Synagogue.  The Sternberg Centre provides  many programmes and

amenities,  including  a library,  bookshop, the Strudel  Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
Study with Skype
Leo  Baeck college is offering two topical  Study  Days
this Autumn.  And  because you  don't all  live  in  north
London,  each  day will  be followed  by a  Skype Shiur
-so you  can  engage,  enjoy and  learn wherever you
live.

Sunday 26th October from  10am -4pm,
at Leo Baeck College, Jews and  Power
(looks  at the  clash  of religion  and  politics
in  the  run  up to the  US  Presidential  elections).

Tuesday 28th October, from  8pm-10pm  GMT
Jews and Power Skype Shiur
Places  are  FREE  but limited.
To book call  0208 349 5600
or  email:  recruitment@lbc.ac.uk

Thursday 4th  December at 8:00pm
Reluctant Refuge: The Story of Asylum in  Britain.
Dr Edie Friedman  (Director of The Jewish  Council for
Racial  Equality)  and  Reva  Klein  Oournalist  and  author)
will talk about their new book,  Re/ucfanf Refuge..  The
Story of Asylum  in  Britain.
In the post 9/11  world of today, the fear of `the other'  has
reached  new heights and the very term `asylum seeker'
has become politically charged. Their book attempts to
dispel  increasingly unchallenged  myths  and to  explore
the history of asylum  in  Britain.  Chaired  by Tim  Finch,
Director of Communications  at  Refugee  Council.
Tickets: £5 from The Jewish Museum at
020  8371  7373;  www.jewishmuseum.org.uk;
admin@j.ewishmuseum.org.uk
The Jewish  Museum  in  partnership with  New North
London  Synagogue  and  Refugee  Council.

THE MOVEMENT FOR  REFORM JUDAISM
NEW EDITION  OF  FORMS OF PRAYER
The Reform Movement is proud to introduce
its first new siddur for 30 years.
"A prayer book is the  most accessible window into the

Jewish  soul, this new edition  reflects the challenges and
opportunities faced  by a  new generation."
Services for Shabbat, weekdays, festivals and special
occasions.
Find  out  more  at www.reformjudaism.org.uk
To place your order,  please contact:John Trotter Books
Telephone 020  8349  9484
E-mail :  jtrotter@freenetname.co.uk

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
Tuesday 28th October at 8pm
ln  association with  North Western  Reform  Synagogue invite
you to:  THE DORFLER LECTURE to  be delivered  by
Professor Bernard Jackson from the  University of
Manchester, on the subject of JEWISH LAW -A
MISNOMER? Secular Jurisprudence and Theology in
the Study of Halakhah at NORTH WESTERN  REFORM
SYNAGOGUE Alyth Gardens,  Finchley Road,  NWll
7EN  **All  are welcome  **
Free of charge

THE  MOVEMENT FOR REFORM  JUDAISM
SAIVE  THE  DATE
YOU ARE INVITED TO
``JEWISH  JOURNEYS:

AN  EVENING  OF  CULTURE AND  HERITAGE"
at the Sternberg Centre
Date:  25th November 2008
Time 7.30pm drinks  reception start 8.15pm
Ticket Price: £25
For more  information  contact:  Avril  Fleishman
Email:   avril.fleishman@reformjudaism.org.uk
Tel:  020  8349-5667

THE  MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
JEWISH JOURNEY TO  POLAND
Warsaw and  Kazimierz-Dolny
Thursday 29 January - Sunday 1  February 09
£350* per person  plus flights (*£55 single supplement)
With Jeremy Leigh & Julian Resnick A Journey of
extremes... There are few cities in the world that as
dramatically illustrate the drama of the Jew in the modern
world as Warsaw; Warsaw was the capital of Jewish
Eastern  Europe,  an  epicentre of cultural  creativity,  political
activity  and  religious  scholarship.  Kazimierz  Dolny
meanwhile was the model shtetl,  a Jewish village set along
the Vistula,  the  river that `whispered  in  Yiddish'.  To
register your interest or to get an application form
please contact us at jewishjourneys@reformjudaism.org.uk
or call 020 8349 5646

STERNBERG  CENTRE ART CLASSES
Classes are held  mornings, aftemoons and evenings, exploring
different types of media  and techniques. All  levels  of ability
are welcome.For further information on  all  courses
Tel: June Lewis 020 8349 5724

STERNBERG  CENTRE ART  EXHIBITION
To view call June Lewis 020 8349 5724
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